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Abstract
Recently, many new techniques for collecting data have resulted in an increase
in the availability of uncertain data. For example, many new hardware technolo-
gies such as sensors generate data which is imprecise, many scientific measure-
ment techniques are inherently imprecise, in many applications such as privacy-
preserving data mining, the data is modified by adding perturbations to it, many
mobile objects tracking applications generate imprecise data, etc. The uncer-
tainty information in the data is useful and can be used to improve the quality
of the underlying results. Therefore in this dissertation, we focus on one of
the challenging research problem in data mining, outlier detection on uncertain
data.
To address this problem, we focus on distance-based approach because the
distance-based approach is the simplest and the most commonly used. It can
be used as preprocessing before applying more sophisticated application de-
pendent outlier detection techniques. Moreover, it coincides well with other
data mining techniques i.e., k-nearest neighbors, clustering, etc. In this disser-
tation, the uncertainty of data is modeled by the Gaussian probability density
function, because in statistics it is the most important and the most commonly
used. Hence in this dissertation, the following problems are being solved re-
lated to outlier detection on uncertain data. 1) Distance-based outlier detection
on uncertain data (UDB outlier detection), 2) Top-k outlier detection on uncer-
tain data (kUDB outlier detection), 3) Continuous outlier detection on uncertain
data streams (CUDB outlier detection).
1) UDB Outlier Detection: In this research, we give a novel definition of
distance-based outliers on uncertain data. Since the distance probability com-
putation is expensive, a cell-based approach is proposed to index the dataset
objects and to speed up the outlier detection process. The proposed approach
identifies and prunes the cells containing only inliers based on its bounds on out-
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lier score (#D-neighbors). Similarly it can also detect the cells containing only
outliers. Although the cell-based approach is very effective, yet it may leave
some cells undecided, i.e., they are neither identified as inlier cells nor as outlier
cells. For the uncertain data objects in such cells the Naive computation follows,
which is the use of nested loop to compute un-pruned objects’ #D-neighbors.
The computation of #D-neighbors is an expensive process due to the expen-
sive distance probability computation. Therefore, an approximate approach of
outlier detection using the bounded Gaussian uncertainty is also proposed. The
basic idea is that the bounded Gaussian distribution is a good approximation of
the Gaussian distribution and can increase the outlier detection efficiency at a
small loss of accuracy.
2) kUDB Outlier Detection: Existing approaches on outlier detection on
uncertain data including our proposed approach, UDB outlier detection, can
only perform binary classification, i.e., they can either classify an object as an
inlier or an outlier. However, end users are usually interested in strong outliers
and their ranking. Hence in this research, we present a top-k distance-based
outlier detection approach. In order to detect top-k distance-based outliers from
uncertain data efficiently, we propose a data structure, populated-cells list (PC-
list). The PC-list is a sorted list of non-empty cells of a d-dimensional grid,
where the grid is used to index dataset objects. Using the PC-list, the top-k out-
lier detection algorithm needs to consider only a fraction of the dataset objects
and hence quickly identifies candidate objects for the top-k outliers. Finally, ex-
act outlier score (#D-neighbors) is computed for each candidate object to find
the top-k outliers and their ranking. Since the computation of exact outlier score
is costly, two approximate top-k outlier detection approaches are also presented
to reduce this cost. The first approximate approach, approximates only the can-
didate objects’ #D-neighbors, while the second approximate approach makes
use of the bounded Gaussian uncertainty to increase the efficiency of the top-k
outlier detection.
3) CUDB Outlier Detection: Many of the automated data collection de-
vices generate time series data streams (e.g., WSNs, monitoring cameras, etc.),
which contain uncertainty. Outlier detection on uncertain static data is itself
a challenging research problem in data mining. Moreover, the continuous and
high speed arrival of data makes it more challenging. Hence in this part of
the dissertation, we propose continuous outlier detection approach on uncer-
vtain time series data streams. Namely, a distance-based approach is proposed
to detect outliers continuously from a set of uncertain objects’ states that are
originated synchronously from a group of data sources (e.g., sensors in WSN).
A set of objects’ states at a timestamp is called a state set. Usually, the duration
between two consecutive timestamps is very short and the state of all the ob-
jects may not change much in this duration. Therefore, to avoid the unnecessary
computation at every timestamp, an incremental approach of outlier detection
is proposed which makes use of the outlier detection results obtained from the
previous timestamp to detect outliers in the current timestamp. Moreover, an
approximate continuous outlier detection approach using the bounded Gaussian
uncertainty is also proposed to further reduce the cost of the incremental outlier
detection.
Finally, extensive experimental evaluations on real and synthetic datasets are
presented for each of the proposed outlier detection approaches, to prove their
accuracy, efficiency and scalability.
Keywords Distance-based Outlier Detection, Continuous Outlier Detection,
Uncertain Data, Gaussian Uncertainty, Bounded Gaussian Uncertainty, Cell-
based Approach, PC-list based Approach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, the background, the motivation and the contributions of this
dissertation are discussed. Moreover, the dissertation organization is given at
the end of this chapter.
1.1 Background
In recent years, uncertain data has become ubiquitous because of new technolo-
gies for data collection data which can only measure and collect data in an im-
precise way, e.g., wireless sensor networks, RFID, GPS, etc. Uncertainty in data
is often caused by the limitations in underlying data collection equipments, in-
consistent supply voltage and delay or loss of data in transfer [98]. Furthermore,
many technologies such as privacy-preserving data mining create data which is
inherently uncertain in nature. The uncertainty information in the data is useful
which can be leveraged in order to improve the quality of underlying results.
Therefore, there is a need for tools and techniques for mining and managing
uncertain data. Hence in this dissertation, the problem of outlier detection from
uncertain data is addressed.
Outlier detection is a fundamental problem in data mining. It has appli-
cations in many domains including credit card fraud detection [41], network
intrusion detection [71], industrial damage detection [74], environment moni-
toring [49], medical sciences [14] etc. Several definitions of outlier have been
given in past, but there exists no universally agreed definition. Hawkins [52]
defined an outlier as an observation that deviates so much from other obser-
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vations as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a different mechanism.
Barnet and Lewis [20] mentioned that an outlying observation, or outlier, is one
that appears to deviate markedly from other members of the sample in which it
occurs.
In statistics, one can find over 100 outlier detection techniques. These have
been developed for different data distributions, parameters, desired number of
outliers and type of expected outliers [20, 73]. However, most statistical tech-
niques are not useful in computer science due to several reasons. For exam-
ple, most statistical techniques are univariate, in some techniques parameters
are difficult to determine, and in other techniques outliers cannot be obtained
until the underlying data distribution is known. In order to overcome these
problems, several outlier detection techniques have been proposed in data min-
ing [11, 63, 65, 68, 82, 86, 112,120].
Most of the outlier detection techniques proposed in data mining are suit-
able only for deterministic data. However, due to the increasing usage of au-
tomated data collection technologies, data contains certain degree of inherent
uncertainty [39, 54, 81, 98]. In order to get reliable results from such data, un-
certainty needs to be considered in calculation. Hence this dissertation focuses
on outlier detection from uncertain data, where the uncertainty of data is mod-
elled by the most commonly used probability density function, i.e., the Gaussian
distribution.
Figure 1.1: Sensors arrangement in a research lab [4], for the monitoring of
weather parameters
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1.2 Dissertation Motivation
Outlier detection is a fundamental problem in data mining with numerous appli-
cations in variety of domains. It is a well-studied problem both in statistics and
data mining on the deterministic data. However, due to the ubiquitous presence
of uncertain data, there is a need for outlier detection techniques on uncertain
data. Outlier detection on uncertain data is in its infancy and quite a few re-
searchers have explored this area. Table 3.1 lists some of the works proposed
on outlier detection from uncertain data. It is very clear from the table that there
are very few existing works on outlier detection from uncertain data. Specially
there is no work on outlier detection from uncertain data streams considering
the attribute-level uncertainty. Hence in this dissertation, our focus is outlier
detection from attribute-level uncertain static data and data streams.
Outlier detection on uncertain data has applications in many domains includ-
ing medical sciences where the accuracy has prime importance. At some places
speed is more important e.g., nuclear reactors. Therefore in this dissertation,
we present outlier-detection approaches on uncertain data. Namely, we present
distance-based outlier detection approaches on uncertain data of the Gaussian
distribution. The main objectives of this research are as follows.
1. To improve the accuracy of outlier detection in the presence of uncer-
tainty.
2. To speed up the outlier detection process from uncertain data.
As stated earlier, outlier detection on uncertain data has applications in many
domains, here we give two real world applications of outlier detection from
uncertain data.
Motivating example 1 (Endangered species monitoring): Several wildlife
conservation organizations monitor endangered species to prevent their loss.
This is normally achieved by attaching sensors directly on the endangered species
to monitor their activities and/or movement. Data obtained from these sensors
are time-series data streams and contain uncertainty. Outlier detection on such
data helps identify abnormal activities and/or movement of such species and let
their caretakers take appropriate actions in case of danger.
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Motivating example 2 (Identification of malfunctioning sensors): InWSNs
(e.g., WSN for the monitoring of weather parameters as shown in Fig. 1.1),
observations are obtained continuously and contain certain degree of inherent
uncertainty. Assuming that the observations are being generated synchronously
at a timestamp by all the sensors in the WSN, a set of observations is obtained
at every timestamp. An observation is outlier if it deviates markedly from other
observations in the set and the sensors generating outlying observations in the
majority of timestamps (say > 50%) are identified as malfunctioning.
1.3 Dissertation Contributions
The ultimate goal of our research is to present accurate, scalable and efficient
outlier detection algorithms for uncertain data. This dissertation compiles a
study on distance-based outlier detection on uncertain data, where the uncer-
tainty of a data object is given by the well-known Gaussian distribution. The
Gaussian distribution is chosen to model an object’s uncertainty because in
statistics, the Gaussian distribution is the most famous and the most commonly
used. As discussed in chapter 3 and summarized in table 3.1, there are very few
existing works on outlier detection on uncertain data. Specially there is no work
on outlier detection from uncertain data streams considering the attribute-level
uncertainty. Hence, in this dissertation we focus on the attribute-level uncer-
tainty of data. Moreover in this dissertation, our focus is low-dimensional data
and we have used cell-based approach [65] to index the dataset objects and as
a main pruning technique. This dissertation consists of three main contribu-
tions. Two of the contributions deal with static data, while one focuses on data
streams. The main contributions are briefly described as follows.
1.3.1 Outlier Detection on Uncertain Data (UDB Outlier De-
tection)
In this research, we give a definition of distance-based outliers on uncertain
data. In order to compute distance-based outliers in uncertain data, their outlier
score (#D-neighbors) needs to be computed which is computationally very ex-
pensive. To efficiently obtain outliers from uncertain datasets, strong pruning
techniques are required. Hence a cell-based approach is proposed to index the
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dataset objects and to speed up the outlier detection process. The proposed ap-
proach identifies and prunes the cells containing only inliers based on its bounds
on outlier score (#D-neighbors). Similarly it can also detect the cells contain-
ing only outliers. Although the cell-based technique is very effective, yet it may
leave some cells undecided, i.e., they are neither identified as inlier cells nor
as outlier cells. For the uncertain data objects in such cells the Naive compu-
tation follows, which is the use of nested loop to compute un-pruned objects’
#D-neighbors.
To further reduce the computation cost of outlier detection, an approximate
approach using the bounded Gaussian uncertainty is also proposed. The basic
idea is that the bounded Gaussian distribution is a good approximation of the
Gaussian distribution and can increase the outlier detection efficiency at a small
loss of accuracy. Finally, detailed experiments on real and synthetic datasets
are presented to prove the accuracy, efficiency and scalability of the proposed
approaches.
1.3.2 Top-kOutlier Detection on Uncertain Data (kUDBOut-
lier Detection)
In most of the existing outlier detection approaches on uncertain data including
our work UDB-outlier detection (Sec. 1.3.1), an object can be either classified
as outlier or inlier. Since there is no universally agreed definition of outliers,
different algorithms return different outliers depending upon the combination of
parameter values. Some combinations return a very few while others return a
lot of outliers. Moreover, no outlier ranking is available and users are unable
to differentiate between strong and weak outliers. Therefore in this research we
present a top-k approach of distance-based outlier detection, which returns k
objects with lowest outlier scores (#D-neighbors) or in other words, k strongest
outliers along with their ranking.
In this research, a populated-cells list (PC-list) is used to find the top-k out-
liers from uncertain datasets. The PC-list is a sorted list of non-empty cells of
a d-dimensional grid, where the grid is used to index data objects. Using PC-
list, the top-k outlier detection algorithm needs to consider only a fraction of
the dataset objects and hence quickly identifies candidate objects for the top-k
outliers. Finally, an exact outlier score (#D-neighbors) is computed for each
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candidate object to find the top-k outliers and their ranking. Furthermore, two
approximate top-k outlier detection approaches are also presented in this work
to increase the efficiency of outlier detection. The first approximate approach,
approximates only the candidate objects’ #D-neighbors, while the second ap-
proximate approach makes use of the bounded Gaussian uncertainty to increase
the efficiency of the top-k outlier detection algorithm. Lastly, we present de-
tailed experiments on real and synthetic datasets to prove the accuracy, effi-
ciency and scalability of the proposed approaches.
1.3.3 Continuous Outlier Detection on Uncertain Data (CUDB
Outlier Detection)
In WSNs (e.g., moving objects monitoring, weather monitoring system, etc.),
uncertain data arrive continuously and at high speed. Detection of outliers from
uncertain static data is a challenging research problem in data mining and on top
of that, the continuous arrival of data makes it more challenging. Hence, in this
research, we present a continuous outlier detection approach on uncertain time
series data streams.
In particular, we propose a continuous distance-based outlier detection ap-
proach on a set of uncertain objects’ states that are originated synchronously
from a group of data sources (e.g., sensors in WSN) at every timestamp. A set
of objects’ states at a timestamp is called a state set. Generally, the duration be-
tween two consecutive timestamps is very short and the state of all the objects
may not change much in this duration. Therefore, we propose an incremental
approach of outlier detection, which makes use of the results obtained from the
previous state set to efficiently detect outliers in the current state set. In addition,
an approximate incremental outlier detection approach using the bounded Gaus-
sian uncertainty is proposed to further reduce the cost of the incremental outlier
detection. Finally, an extensive empirical study on synthetic and real datasets is
presented, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed approaches.
1.4 Dissertation Organization
In the above sections we have presented the background and motivations of this
work, and briefly presented the main contributions of this dissertation. In this
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section we detail the structure of this dissertation.
Chapter 2: In this chapter, we outline the basics of outlier detection, its ap-
plications and approaches. We also describe the uncertain data and the causes
and the types of data uncertainty.
Chapter 3: In this chapter, we review state-of-the-art research works in the
field related to our work. We first discuss some outlier detection works on de-
terministic data and then on uncertain data.
Chapter 4: This chapter introduces the uncertain distance-based outlier detec-
tion on uncertain data. We first define the distance-based outliers on uncertain
data and then present a cell-based pruning technique to speed-up the outlier de-
tection process. Moreover, an approximate approach of outlier detection is also
presented to further increase the outlier detection efficiency and scalability. Ac-
curacy, efficiency and scalability of the proposed approaches are proved with
the help of experiments.
Chapter 5: In this chapter, a top-k distance-based outlier detection approach
on uncertain data is presented. We present a populated-cells list approach to
quickly identify the top-k candidate outlier objects. In addition, to further in-
crease the efficiency of outlier detection, an approximate approach of top-k out-
lier detection is also presented. We also present detailed experiments to prove
the accuracy, efficiency and scalability of the proposed approaches.
Chapter 6: This chapter deals with continuous outlier detection approach on
uncertain data streams. We propose an incremental approach of outlier detec-
tion, which makes use of the results obtained from the previous timestamp to
efficiently detect outliers in the current timestamp. An approximate approach
is also presented to increase the efficiency of the incremental outlier detection.
Efficiency and scalability of the proposed approaches are demonstrated with the
help of experiments.
Chapter 7: In the final chapter, we give out the main conclusion on the work
of this dissertation and outline some directions for future work.

Chapter 2
Preliminaries
In this chapter, we outline the basics of outlier detection, its applications and
approaches. We also describe the uncertain data and the causes and the types of
data uncertainty.
2.1 Outlier Detection
Outlier detection refers to the problem of finding patterns in data that do not con-
form to expected behavior. These nonconforming patterns are often referred as
anomalies, outliers, discordant observations, exceptions, aberrations, surprises,
peculiarities, or contaminants in different application domains [32]. Of these,
outliers and anomalies are two terms used most commonly in the context of
anomaly detection.
Outlier detection has several applications in variety of domains such as
fraud detection for credit cards, insurance, or health care, intrusion detection
for cyber-security, fault detection in safety critical systems, anomaly detection
in text data, fault detection in web applications, identification of malfunction-
ing sensors in sensor networks, novelty detection in robot behavior and military
surveillance for enemy activities.
The importance of outlier detection is due to the fact that outliers some-
times contain more important and often critical, actionable information than
the normal data in a wide variety of application domains [32]. For example,
an abnormal data traffic pattern in a computer network could mean that some
hacker has gained access of a machine in a network and is accessing data from
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it [68]. Drastic variation in the credit card usage pattern may suggests credit
card theft [15], abnormal sensor readings from one or two sensors in a sensor
network indicates the presence of malfunctioning sensors in the sensor network
or an abnormal MRI data may suggest the presence of some disease [103].
Outliers or anomalies detection in data is quite an old field in the statis-
tics community. One can find outlier definitions and techniques since late 18th
century [48]. During this time, several outlier detection techniques have been
proposed by several researchers. However, majority of the statistical techniques
are univariate, many of them are distribution dependent, some of them are de-
veloped particularly for specific applications and only few of them are more
generic. Recently, this field has been explored by a lot of researches from data
mining community and one can find a lot of definitions and approaches of outlier
detection for different types of data, applications of data or dimensions of data.
In the following section, we will first discuss about some of the famous defini-
tions of outlier and then will explore some of the well-known outlier detection
applications.
2.1.1 What is an Outlier?
Outliers are patterns in data that do not conform to a well defined notion of nor-
mal behavior. Outliers might be induced in the data for a variety of reasons,
such as malicious activity, for example, credit card fraud, cyber-intrusion, ter-
rorist activity or breakdown of a system, but all of the reasons have the common
characteristic that they are interesting to the analyst. The interestingness or real
life relevance of anomalies is a key feature of anomaly detection [32].
Outlier detection is closely related to, but different from noise removal [56,
92,109]. Noise removal deals with identifying and discarding of unwanted noise
from data, with the aim of cleaning it. Noise is unwanted data, which is of no
interest to the data miners and if not removed affects the results of analysis.
Noise removal is therefore important and is needed for data cleaning before the
data analysis.
Novelty detection is another topic related to outlier detection and is studied
by wide variety of researchers [75, 76, 94]. It aims at detecting previously un-
observed patterns in the data, for example, a new topic of discussion in a news
group. The distinction between novel patterns and outliers is that the novel pat-
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terns are typically incorporated into the normal model after being detected [32].
In contrast to noise and novelty in data, outlier is significant and useful in-
formation in the data, which is required by data miners to find the interesting
patterns in data. It is therefore, outliers are sometimes more important than the
normal data. In the following subsection, we will discuss some of the well-
known applications of outlier detection.
2.1.2 Outlier Detection Applications
Outlier detection is a fundamental problem in data mining and has several ap-
plications in variety of domains. In the following, we discuss some of the well-
known outlier detection applications.
Intrusion Detection
According to the Internet Security Dictionary [111], intrusion detection refers
to the detection of malicious activity (break-ins, penetrations, and other forms
of computer abuse) in a computer related system. These intrusions or attacks
or malicious activities are very important and useful from a computer security
perspective.
Intrusion detection is a security system for computers and networks. It mon-
itors various areas of computers and networks (ports, data sent, data received)
to prevent the computers and/or networks from possible internal or external at-
tacks [9]. An intrusion is different from the normal behavior of the system,
and therefore several outlier detection techniques have been proposed for the
intrusion detection. Intrusion detection is quite a challenging area of data min-
ing, because it is sometimes difficult to differentiate between the normal and
abnormal computer/network usage pattern. Moreover, huge data volume and its
continuous arrival require computationally efficient and online analysis [32].
Fraud Detection
Unauthorized usage of resources provided by commercial organizations such as
credit card companies, banks, stock market, web shops and so on is referred to
as fraud and detecting users involved in such activities is commonly referred as
fraud detection. The hackers involved in fraud try to use up the organization’s
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resources in an unauthorized way by posing as real customers. Such frauds must
be detected immediately to avoid economic losses.
In 1999, Fawcett and Provost [46] used a term activity monitoring for the
identification of fraud and gave a framework to detect such activities. According
to them the typical approach of outlier detection techniques in such domains is
to maintain a usage profile for each customer and monitor the profiles to identify
abnormalities.
Outlier Detection in Medical and Health Care
With the advancement in technology, medical facilities are improving and va-
riety of machines and sensors are used to diagnose patients and to keep track
of their health, respectively. Outlier detection in the medical and health care
usually deals with patient data and can have outliers due to malfunctioning in-
strument, unstable patient condition, environmental conditions, etc. In [116],
authors focused on detecting disease outbreaks in a specific area.
Outlier detection in this domain is critical and requires a very high degree of
accuracy. In this domain, we usually deal with patient records which consists of
several attributes including patient age, sex, heart beat, blood pressure, temper-
ature, etc. The records may also contain temporal aspect, e.g., blood pressure
values with respect to time and spatial aspect, e.g., heart beat at home versus at
gymnasium. The main objective of the existing outlier detection approaches in
this area is the identification of abnormal records.
Some of the medical devices produce time-series data, such as Electroen-
cephalograms (EEG) and Electrocardiograms (ECG). Therefore outlier detec-
tion from time-series data is another challenging research problem in this do-
main. [70] used collective outlier detection techniques to detect outliers from
such data.
Industrial Damage Detection
With the usage and passage of time, industrial units deteriorate. Early detection
of this deterioration is essential to avoid drastic damages and human loss. Sen-
sors are usually attached to these industrial units to early detect such damage.
Several outlier detection techniques have been applied to detect such damage in
this domain [74].
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According to Varun et al. [32], industrial damage detection can be further
classified into two domains, one that deals with defects in mechanical compo-
nents such as motors, engines, and so on, and the other that deals with defects
in physical structures
Outlier Detection in Text Data
Outlier detection from text data is a challenging research problem in data min-
ing, due to very high dimensions and sparsity of data. Outlier detection ap-
proaches in this area primarily identify novel topics or events or news stories
from a collection of documents or news articles [104]. This domain is also used
by social networks, such as twitter and facebook for the detection of outlier
and/or novel issues, news and topics. The outliers are usually caused due to a
hot interesting event or an anomalous topic. Since the documents are collected
over time, the data also has a temporal aspect. According to Varun et al. [32], a
challenge for outlier detection approaches in this domain is the handling of the
large variations in documents belonging to one category or topic .
Sensor Networks Anomaly Detection
With the availability of low cost and small size sensors, they are being used in
several applications. Such as, sensor networks are popular for weather forecast-
ing, endangered species monitoring, industrial damage detection, etc. Due to
this reason, sensor networks have become a significant area of research. Usu-
ally the data obtained from sensors contain certain degree of inherent uncer-
tainty, due to the limitations of equipment, inconsistent supply voltage, delay or
loss of data in transfer, etc. Therefore, the sensor networks data is being studied
under the head of deterministic as well as the uncertain data management and
mining.
In the wireless sensor networks, the data is collected from several sensors.
One of the interesting outlier detection application from such data is the identi-
fication of malfunctioning sensors [97]. Since the sensor networks are also used
for the monitoring of endangered species, outlier detection from such data are
the abnormal activities and/or movements of endangered species.
The data generated by a sensor or sensor networks is generally in the form
of continuous streams. Therefore another challenging issue in this domain is
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the continuous and online outlier detection from such data. Moreover, due to
resource constraints, the algorithms to detect outliers from such data must be
efficient. Some authors have given distributed outlier detection approaches to
detect outliers at the sensor node where it is being generated [34, 84], while
others prefer to process sensor data at a central location [25]. In addition, the
presence of noise in the sensor data pose another challenge in the efficient and
accurate processing of such data.
2.1.3 Outlier Detection Approaches
Due to the importance of outlier detection in data mining, several outlier detec-
tion approaches have been proposed. Some are proposed for specific applica-
tions while others are more generic. In the following subsections, some of the
well-known approaches are discussed.
Nearest-Neighbor or Distance-based Outlier Detection
The concept of nearest neighbor analysis has been used in several outlier de-
tection techniques. Nearest neighbor techniques assume that normal data have
dense neighborhoods, while outliers exist far from their closest neighbors.
Nearest neighbor-based outlier detection techniques require a distance or
similarity measure defined between two data instances and that is why nearest-
neighbor outlier detection techniques are sometimes referred as distance-based
outlier detection techniques. Distance (or similarity) between two data instances
can be computed using Euclidean distance for continuous attributes, however
other measures can also be used [106]. A matching coefficient method is usually
used for the categorical attributes, however several works including [24,33] used
more complex distance measures.
For multidimensional data objects, similarity or distance is normally evalu-
ated for each attribute and then combined. Majority of the nearest neighbor ap-
proaches do not expect that the distance measure to be metric. Nearest neighbor-
based outlier detection methods can be generally classified into two categories:
1) methods that use the distance between a data instance and its kth nearest
neighbor as the outlier score; 2) methods that make use of the relative density
of each data object to compute its outlier score.
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A basic nearest neighbor outlier detection technique is based on the follow-
ing definition: The outlier score of a data object in a given dataset can be defined
as its distance to its kth nearest neighbor. Guttormsson et al. [95] used the ba-
sic technique to detect shorted turns (outliers) in the DC field windings of large
synchronous turbine-generators. Similarly, Bayers at al. [30] applied this tech-
nique to detect land mines from satellite ground images. Normally, a threshold
is used to distinguish between an outlier or inlier object when using the basic
technique. On the other hand, Ramaswamy et al. [91] gave a slightly different
definition by selecting n instances with the largest outlier scores as the outliers.
Eskin et al. [44], Angiulli et al. [17] and Zhang et al. [119] computed the
outlier score of a data object as the sum of its distances from its k nearest neigh-
bors. Bolton and Hand [23] used a similar technique called Peer Group Analysis
to detect credit card frauds. Knorr et al. [63, 65] used the count of the number
of nearest neighbors that are not more thanD distance apart from the given data
object to find if it is an outlier or not.
Wei et al. [69] in 2003 proposed a hypergraph-based technique, called HOT.
In that technique, authors modelled the categorical values using a hypergraph,
and measured distance between two data instances by analyzing the connectivity
of the graph. Otey et al. [83] used a distance measure for data containing a mix
of categorical and continuous attributes for outlier detection. They defined links
between two instances by adding distance for categorical and continuous at-
tributes separately. For categorical attributes, the number of attributes for which
the two instances have the same values defines the distance between them. For
continuous attributes, a covariance matrix is maintained to capture the depen-
dencies between the continuous values. Palshikar [85] adapted the technique
proposed in Knorr et al. [63] to continuous sequences. Kou et al. [67] extended
the technique proposed in Ramaswamy et al. [91] to spatial data.
Density-based Outlier Detection
In this approach of outlier detection, the density of the neighborhood of each
data object is estimated. An object is an outlier if it lies in a neighborhood with
low density. On the other hand a data object that lies in a dense neighborhood is
identified as normal.
If the dataset has varying densities, density-based techniques perform poorly.
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In order to handle the problem of varying dataset densities, several techniques
have been proposed to compute the relative neighborhood densities of the dataset
objects.
Breunig et al. [26, 27] proposed density-based outlier detection techniques
in which an outlier score is assigned to a data object, known as Local Outlier
Factor (LOF). The LOF score of an object is given by the ratio of average local
density of the k nearest neighbors of the data object and the local density of
the data object itself. In order to compute the local density of a data object,
the radius of the smallest hyper-sphere centered at the data object is found, that
contains its k nearest neighbors. The authors then compute the local density by
dividing k with the volume of this hyper-sphere. A data object is normal if it lies
in a dense region and its local density is similar to that of its neighbors. On the
hand, a data object is outlier, if its local density is lower than that of its nearest
neighbors. Hence the outlier instance gets a higher LOF score.
A variation of the LOF was discussed by Tang et al. [107] in 2002. They
called their approach Connectivity-based Outlier Factor (COF). The main dif-
ference between the COF and LOF lies in the way in which an object’s k neigh-
borhood is computed. Firstly, the nearest data object to the given data object is
added to the neighborhood set. The next data object added to the neighborhood
set is one whose distance to the existing neighborhood set is minimum among
the remaining data objects. The distance between an object and a set of objects
is obtained by computing the minimum distance between the given data object
and any object belonging to the given set. Objects are added in this manner
until the neighborhood size reaches k. After the neighborhood computation, the
outlier score (COF) is obtained in the similar manner as in the case of LOF.
Hautamaki et al. [51] in 2004 proposed a simpler version of LOF, which
computes Outlier Detection using In-degree Number (ODIN) for each data ob-
ject. For a target data object, ODIN is defined as the number of k nearest neigh-
bors of the data object which have the target data object in their k nearest neigh-
bor list. The outlier score of a data object is obtained by taking the inverse of
ODIN. Brito et al. [28] proposed a similar technique. In 2003, a measure called
Multi-Granularity Deviation Factor (MDEF), which is a variation of LOF, was
proposed by Papadimitriou et al. [86]. According to the authors, MDEF for a
target data object is equal to the standard deviation of the local densities of the
nearest neighbors (including the data object itself). The outlier score of the tar-
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get data object is obtained by taking the inverse of the standard deviation. The
authors named their outlier detection technique as LOCI. LOCI finds outlier
micro-clusters in addition to the outlier objects.
Clustering-based Outlier Detection
Clustering [59, 106] is mainly designed to group similar data objects into clus-
ters. Primarily it is an unsupervised technique, however semisupervised cluster-
ing techniques have also been explored recently by few authors including [21].
Although the main purpose of clustering is quite different from outlier detection,
several works have been proposed for clustering-based outlier detection.
Clustering-based techniques are based on one of the following assumptions:
1) Normal data objects belong to a cluster in the data, while anomalies do not
belong to any cluster. 2) Normal data objects lie close to their closest cluster
centroid, while anomalies are far away from their closest cluster centroid. 3)
Normal data objects belong to large and dense clusters, while anomalies either
belong to small or sparse clusters.
Outlier detection techniques which follow the first assumption apply clustering-
based algorithm to the data set. These techniques declare a data object an out-
lier if it does not belong to any cluster. Several existing algorithms such as
DBSCAN [45], ROCK [50], and SNN clustering [42] do not force every data
instance to belong to a cluster and can be used as outlier detection technique un-
der the first assumption. In 2002, Yu et al. [117] proposed the FindOut algorithm
which is an extension of the WaveCluster algorithm given by Sheikholeslami et
al. [99]. In their algorithm, the detected clusters are removed from the data and
the remaining data objects are identified as outliers. Such techniques are mainly
designed for clustering and are not optimized to find outliers, which is one of
the disadvantage of such techniques.
Outlier detection techniques which follow the second assumption consist of
two steps. The data is clustered using a clustering algorithm in the first step. In
the second step, for each data object, its distance to its nearest cluster centroid is
calculated as its outlier score. Several outlier detection techniques proposed in
data mining follow this two step approach using different clustering algorithms.
In [101] authors proposed Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), K-means Clustering,
and Expectation Maximization (EM) to cluster training data. These clusters are
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then used to classify test data.
According to the third assumption, objects belonging to clusters whose size
and/or density is below a threshold are identified as outliers. In this category of
clustering-based outlier detection, several algorithms have been proposed [44,
53, 61, 72, 87]. He et al. [53] proposed a technique, called FindCBLOF. This
technique assigns an outlier score CBLOF (Cluster-Based Local Outlier Factor)
to each data object. The outlier score in this technique (CBLOF score) captures
the size of the cluster to which the data objects belongs and the distance of the
data object to its cluster centroid.
Classification-based Outlier Detection
In machine learning and data mining, classification [40, 106] is used to learn a
model (classifier) from a set of labeled data instances (training) and then, clas-
sify a test instance into one of the classes using the learned model (testing).
These techniques operate in two-phase fashion, like some of the clustering-
based techniques. The first phase (also known as training phase) learns a clas-
sifier using the available training data (the training data is also called labelled
data). The second phase (testing phase) classifies a test data object as normal or
outlier, using the classifier [32].
Statistical Outlier Detection
Statistical outlier detection techniques are very old and the earliest of such tech-
niques date back to early eighteenth century. The underlying principle of any
statistical outlier detection technique is: An anomaly is an observation which is
suspected of being partially or wholly irrelevant because it is not generated by
the stochastic model assumed [18]. These techniques are based on the assump-
tion that normal data objects lie in high probability regions of a stochastic model,
while outliers occur in the low probability regions of the stochastic model.
Statistical techniques first identify the data distribution using the given data
and then uses statistical inference test to find if a test data instance/object is con-
sistent with this distribution or not. Instances which either do not belong or have
a low probability of being generated from the learned distribution, based on the
applied test statistic, are identified as outliers. Under the statistical outlier de-
tection approaches, there exists parametric as well as nonparametric techniques.
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The parametric techniques make use of the knowledge of the underlying data
distribution and find out the parameters from the given data [43]. However, the
nonparametric techniques do not consider knowledge of the underlying distri-
bution [37].
2.2 Uncertain Data
In recent years many new techniques for collecting data, e.g., sensors, RFIDs,
GPS have resulted in an increase in the availability of uncertain data [39,54,81,
98]. The causes of uncertainty may include but are not limited to limitation of
equipments, absence of data, inconsistent supply voltage and delay or loss of
data in transfer [98]. The uncertainty information in the data is useful informa-
tion which can be leveraged in order to improve the quality of the underlying
results. Some examples of applications which generate uncertain data are as
follows [10]:
 A lot of scientific measurement techniques are inherently imprecise. In
such cases, the level and type of uncertainty is derived from the errors in
the instrumentation used for experiments.
 Many new hardware technologies such as sensors, GPS, RFIDs generate
data which contains uncertainty. Table 2.1 lists the maximum measure-
ment errors in some of the commercially available sensors. In such cases,
the error in the sensor network readings can be modeled, and the resulting
data can be modeled as imprecise or uncertain data.
 In some applications like the tracking of mobile objects, the future trajec-
tory of the objects is modeled by forecasting techniques. Small errors in
current readings can get amplified over the forecast into the distant future
of the trajectory. This is usually encountered in cosmological applications
when one models the probability of encounters with Near-Earth-Objects
(NEOs). Errors in forecasting are also encountered in non-spatial appli-
cations such as electronic commerce.
 In several applications like privacy-preserving data mining, the data is
modified by adding noise to it. In such cases, the format of the output is
quite similar to that of uncertain data.
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Table 2.1: Uncertainty in commercial sensor measurements
Company Sensor Type Model Parameter Error (%)*
Stevens [6]
Weather WXT520
Air temperature 1
Barometric pressure 0:2
Relative humidity 5
Wind speed 5
Wind direction 3
Pyranometer LI200SA Solar radiation 5
Vaisala [7]
Weather
HMP155
Air temperature 0:1
Barometric pressure 0:05
WMT700
Relative humidity 1:7
Wind speed 2
PTB110 Wind direction 0:55
Pyranometer CM6B Solar radiation 2
Xylem [8]
Weather
WE100 Air temperature 1
WE550 Barometric pressure 0:2
WE570 Relative humidity 5
WE600 Wind speed 5
WE700 Wind direction 3
Pyranometer WE300 Solar radiation 5
*Maximum measurement error percentage : For some parameters,
percentages are calculated from their respective maximum error values.
Uncertain data management and mining has gained a lot of interest among re-
searchers in recent years because of a number of emerging fields which utilize
this kind of data. For example, in fields such as privacy-preserving data min-
ing, additional noise is added to data in order to hide the identity of the records.
Often-times the data may be represented using statistical methods such as fore-
casting. In such scenarios, the data is uncertain in nature. Such data sets may
often be probabilistic in nature. In other cases, databases may show existential
uncertainty in which the presence or absence of tuples in database is uncertain.
Such data sets lead to a number of unique challenges in managing and mining
the underlying data.
2.2.1 Causes of Uncertainty
The causes of uncertainty in data obtained from devices like sensors, RFIDs,
etc., may include but are not limited to limitation of equipments, inconsistent
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supply voltage and delay or loss of data in transfer [98]. In this section, we
focus on the uncertainty in data caused by the hardware and software faults in
the data collection equipments.
The common hardware faults that have been observed to cause uncertainty
in data include low battery, short-circuited connections, calibration errors and
damaged sensors. Ramanathan et al. [89] and Szewczyk et al. [105] found that
one of the main cause behind abnormally large or small sensor readings is short-
circuit connections. They also identified that the low battery voltage results in
a combination of constant faults and noise in temperature sensors. An exam-
ple dataset available online (the Intel Lab, Berkeley deployment [4]), contains
several tuples affected by variation in battery voltage.
A well-known root cause for sensor data uncertainty is calibration errors
[79,89,90]. Calibration errors can corrupt the sensor measurements in different
ways: 1) the parameters associated with a sensors original calibration formulas
may change during a deployment (drift fault), 2) the measured value can differ
from its true value by a constant amount (offset fault), and 3) the rate of the
measured data can differ from the true/expected rate (gain fault). Calibration
errors may affect all the samples collected during a deployment, and the faulty
data may still exhibit normal patterns. For example, ambient temperature mea-
surements affected by an offset fault will still exhibit a periodic pattern. Without
the availability of ground-truth values or a model for expected sensor behavior,
detecting data faults due to calibration errors remains an open problem [98].
In 2003, authors in [29] made use of spatial correlation across sensor nodes
to develop methods for online sensor calibration that can be used to recover
from calibration errors during a deployment, once such an error is detected. An
example of software fault is given in Ni et al. [79] where the authors identify
instances of short faults due to software errors during communication and data
logging.
2.2.2 Types of Uncertainty
Uncertainty in datasets can be broadly divided into two types. 1) Tuple-level
uncertainty, 2) Attribute-level uncertainty. Although converting a dataset with
attribute-level uncertainty to a dataset with tuple-level uncertainty is a fairly
simple operation, this transformation usually leads to a loss of shared correlation
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structures (besides resulting in a database that requires storing a significantly
larger number of tuples).
Tuple-level Uncertainty
In tuple-level uncertainty, uncertainty lies in the existence of a tuple in a relation
or dataset. Tuple-level uncertainty is also known as existential uncertainty. Ac-
cording to [57], in the tuple-level uncertainty, tuples may belong to the database
with less than absolute confidence. A commonly used model to work out this
type of uncertainty is representing tuples as probabilistic events, and model the
database as a joint distribution defined on these events. Fig. 2.1 shows a rela-
tion with tuple-level uncertainty. In this relation, each tuple is associated with
the confidence of appearing in the relation. Most of the recent work in proba-
bilistic databases has been concentrated on the development of tuple-level un-
certainty [36, 47, 93].
Figure 2.1: Tuple-level uncertainty in radar dataset [102]
Attribute-level Uncertainty
In attribute-level uncertainty (also known as value-level uncertainty), each un-
certain attribute in a tuple is represented by its own independent probability
density function. For example, if readings are taken of wind speed and temper-
ature, each would be described by its own probability density function or other
statistical parameters such as variance, as knowing the reading for one mea-
surement would not provide any information about the other. Fig. 2.2 shows
a relation with attribute-level uncertainty. In the relation, minimum and max-
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imum temperature values are uncertain and are given by a probability density
function.
Date City Min. Temp Max. Temp 
11/04/2013 Tokyo  
 
 
11/04/2013 Tsukuba 
15C 25C 
10C 22C 
Figure 2.2: Attribute-level uncertainty in weather sensor dataset
Many applications produce data that is more naturally represented using
attribute-level uncertainty as opposed to tuple-level uncertainty, e.g., mobile ob-
jects databases [35], and sensor network datasets [38], etc. The focus of this
thesis is to detect outliers from uncertain data obtained from automated data
collecting devices like sensors, RFIDs, etc., in which each tuple’s attribute may
have uncertain values. A commonly used model to capture this type of uncer-
tainty is representing tuple attributes as probability density function. In this
dissertation, our focus is attribute-level uncertainty and we have used Gaussian
probability density function to represent the uncertainty of each tuple’s attribute.

Chapter 3
Related work
In this chapter, we review state-of-the-art research works related to our work.
There exists a lot of works on outlier detection from deterministic data, however
very few authors have explored outlier detection on uncertain data. In the fol-
lowing, we will first discuss some of the outlier detection approaches/techniques
given for deterministic data and then on uncertain data.
3.1 Outlier Detection on Deterministic Data
Outlier detection is one of the most important area of data mining research. Due
to this reason outlier detection encompasses a broad spectrum of techniques.
A lot of techniques given for outlier detection are basically identical but with
different names given by the authors. Such as, authors use outlier detection,
exception mining, novelty detection, noise detection, anomaly detection or de-
viation detection to describe their various approaches [55].
Several definitions of outlier have been given in literature, but there exists
no universally agreed definition. Hawkins [52] in 1980 defined an outlier as an
observation that deviates so much from other observations as to arouse suspicion
that it was generated by a different mechanism. Barnet and Lewis [20] in 1994
mentioned that an outlying observation, or outlier, is one that appears to deviate
markedly from other members of the sample in which it occurs.
According to John [62], an outlier may also be surprising veridical data,
a point belonging to class A but actually situated inside class B so the true
(veridical) classification of the point is surprising to the observer. Aggarwal and
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Yu [12] defined outliers as noise points lying outside a set of defined clusters or
alternatively outliers are the points that lie outside of the set of clusters but are
also separated from the noise. These outliers behave differently from the norm.
A brief survey of different outlier detection approaches and applications is
presented in chapter 2. In this dissertation our focus is distance-based outlier
detection approach, because the distance-based approach is the simplest and the
most commonly used. It can be used as preprocessing before applying more
sophisticated application dependent outlier detection techniques. Moreover, it
coincides well with other data mining techniques i.e., k-Nearest Neighbours,
clustering, etc. Hence in this section, our focus is distance based approach of
outlier detection. Although several definitions have been given for the distance-
based outlier, there exists no universally agreed definition. Three main defini-
tions of distance-based outlier on deterministic data to date are as follows.
 Outliers are the data points for which at least fraction p of the objects are
outside the distance D. [63]
 Outliers are the data points whose distance to their kth nearest neighbor is
largest. [91]
 Outliers are the data points whose average distance to their k nearest
neighbors is largest. [17]
D 
K5 
K6 
K: 
K9 
K8 
K7 
K; 
K= K< 
K54 
x 
y 
Figure 3.1: Distance-based outlier by Knorr et al. [65]
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3.1.1 Distance-based Outlier Detection on Static Data
The very first definition of distance-based outlier was given by Knorr et al. in
[65]. They defined a point p to be an outlier if at most M points are within
D-distance of p. In Fig. 3.1, object o6 is a distance-based outlier if the number
of objects within its D distance is less than or equal toM . They also presented
a cell-based approach to efficiently compute the distance-based outliers. They
proved with experiments that their proposed cell-based algorithm outperforms
the simple algorithms (the Naive algorithm using the nested-loop) for k  4,
where k denotes the number of dimensions. However for k > 4, the number of
cells increase exponentially and the performance of cell-based algorithm decline
significantly.
[91] formulated distance-based outliers as the data points whose distance
to their kth nearest neighbor is largest. They also ranked each point on the
basis of its distance to its kth nearest neighbor and declared the top n points in
this ranking to be outliers. In addition to developing relatively straightforward
solutions to finding such outliers based on the classical nested-loop join and
index join algorithms, they developed an efficient partition-based algorithm for
mining outliers. This algorithm first partitions the input data set into disjoint
subsets, and then prunes entire partitions as soon as it is determined that they
cannot contain outliers.
Angiulli et al. in [17] gave a slightly different definition of outliers than [91]
by considering the average distance to their k nearest neighbours. They called
the average distance, the weight. Outliers are the points with the largest values
of weight. In order to compute these weights in an efficient way, authors lin-
earized the search space through the Hilbert space filling curve. The algorithm
consists of two phases, the first phase provides an approximated solution, within
a small factor, after executing at most d+1 scans of the data set with a low time
complexity cost, where d is the number of dimensions of the data set. During
each scan the number of points candidate to belong to the solution set is sensi-
bly reduced. The second phase returns the exact solution by doing a single scan
which examines further a little fraction of the data set.
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3.1.2 Distance-based Outlier Detection on Data Streams
Beside the works discussed in Sec. 3.1.1 related to outlier detection from static
data, there are some works on the detection of distance-based outliers over
stream data including [16, 58, 66]. These works are based on the definition of
distance-based outliers by Knorr et al. [65].
In [16], a method for detecting distance-based outliers in data streams is
presented. They made use of the sliding window model, where outlier queries
are performed in order to detect anomalies in the current window. In their work,
two algorithms are presented. The first one exactly answers outlier queries, but
has larger space requirements. The second algorithm is directly derived from
the exact one, has limited memory requirements and returns an approximate
answer. Later on [66] extended [16] work by adding the concepts of multi-query
and micro-cluster based distance-based outlier detection.
In [58], authors gave a distance-based approach of outlier detection over data
streams and made use of cell-based approach proposed in [65]. They presented
an algorithm to detect outliers from time-series data streams, where streams
in their work is a sequence of states generated synchronously by a group of
objects. Their algorithm used a differential detection approach based on the
change between consecutive state sets to reduce the computation cost of outlier
detection in each state set.
All the works discussed in this section were given for deterministic data and
cannot handle uncertain data. However, in this dissertation, the focus is outlier
detection from uncertain data. Therefore in the next section, existing works
related to outlier detection from uncertain data are presented. Since there are
not many techniques proposed for outlier detection from uncertain data, we will
explore all the major outlier detection techniques proposed so far, rather than
sticking to distance-based approaches of outlier detection from uncertain data.
3.2 Outlier Detection on Uncertain Data
Recently a lot of research has focused on managing, querying and mining of
uncertain datasets [13,60,112]. Table 3.1 summarizes the related work of outlier
detection on uncertain data, both on static data and data streams. So far, very
few works have been proposed to detect outliers from uncertain data. In the
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Table 3.1: Existing and proposed techniques of outlier detection on uncertain
data
Types of Uncertainty
Types of Data
Static Data Data Streams
Attribute-level Aggarwal et al.* [13]
CUDB outlier detection**
Jiang et al.* [60]
Matsumoto et al.* [77]
UDB outlier detection**
kUDB outlier detection**
Tuple-level Wang et al* [112]
Wang et al.* [113]
Cao et al.* [31]
*Existing outlier detection techniques on uncertain data.
**Proposed outlier detection techniques on uncertain data.
following subsections, these works are discussed precisely.
3.2.1 Outlier Detection on Uncertain Static Data
The problem of outlier detection on uncertain datasets was first studied by Ag-
garwal et al. in [13]. According to them an uncertain object o is a density-based
(; ) outlier, if the probability of existence of o in some subspace of a region
with density at least  is less than . In order to compute (; ) outliers, firstly
density of all subspaces needs to be computed and then the -probability of each
o in the dataset is computed to find if o is an outlier. Since this computation is
very expensive, a sampling procedure is used to approximate the -probability.
In contrast to [13] work, this dissertation addresses the problem of distance-
based outlier detection in full space, where the distance between two uncertain
objects is computed by the Gaussian difference distribution [114]. Hence, our
problem definition is quite different from [13]. Matsumoto et al. [77] extended
the Aggarwal’s work [13] by providing a parallel version of their algorithm us-
ing GPU (Graphics Processing Unit). In their work, parallelization is provided
by the cross-platform OpenCL framework, which is used for programming GPU
kernels.
Wang et al. in [112] also proposed outlier detection on uncertain data. Their
work focuses on the uncertainty in the existence of a tuple, i.e., tuple-level un-
certainty. Hence, each tuple in their work is associated with the confidence of
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appearance in the dataset (An example of tuple-level uncertainty is shown in
Table 2.1). In contrast, in this dissertation, attribute level uncertainty is consid-
ered, i.e., the uncertainty lies in the measurements obtained from sensors and
this uncertainty is given by the Gaussian probability density distribution, with
an assumption that sensor measurements may deviate from true values. In order
to increase the efficiency of outlier detection, dynamic programming approach
(DPA) and grid-based pruning approach (GPA) are used in their work.
In 2011, B. Jiang et al. [60] gave an outlier detection model considering
both uncertain objects and their instances. According to their model, an un-
certain object has some inherent attributes and consists of a set of instances
which are modeled by a probability density distribution. Outliers are detected at
both the instance level and the object level. To detect outlier instances, normal
instances are first identified. By assuming that uncertain objects with similar
properties tend to have similar instances, the normal instances for each uncer-
tain object are learned using the instances of objects with similar properties.
Consequently, outlier instances are detected by comparing against normal ones.
Finally the objects, most of whose instances are outliers are identified as outlier.
Technically, they used a Bayesian inference algorithm to solve the problem,
and developed an approximation algorithm and a filtering algorithm to speed
up the computation. However, in this dissertation, objects outlierness depends
on its #D-neighbors (expected number of objects that lie within D distance of
target object) rather than instances. Moreover, we have used the Gaussian dif-
ference distribution [114] to compute the probability that two uncertain objects
lie within the D distance of each other.
3.2.2 Outlier Detection on Uncertain Data Streams
Since outlier detection from uncertain data streams is quite a new research field,
only a couple of works are available related to it. Both the works focus on tuple-
level uncertainty in contrast to the proposed work in this dissertation which
focuses on attribute-level uncertainty.
In [113], Wang et al. proposed an outlier detection model for probabilis-
tic data stream and presented a definition of distance-based outlier over sliding
window. They showed the problem of detecting an outlier over a set of possible
world instances is equivalent to the problem of finding the kth element in its
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neighborhood. Based on this observation, a dynamic programming algorithm
(DPA) is proposed to reduce the outlier detection cost. Their work mainly fo-
cuses on tuple-level uncertainty. In contrast, in this dissertation, attribute level
uncertainty is considered, i.e., the uncertainty lies in the measurements obtained
from sensors and this uncertainty is given by the Gaussian probability density
distribution, with an assumption that sensor measurements may deviate from
true values. Moreover in their work, sliding window is used to detect continu-
ous outliers from data streams. However, we have made use of an incremental
approach of outlier detection, which makes use of results obtained from the pre-
vious state set to efficiently detect outliers in the current state set, where state
set is a set of objects’ states at a particular timestamp.
Recently Cao et al in [31] gave a solution of distance-based outlier detec-
tion from uncertain data streams [113]. In their work, tuple-level uncertainty is
considered, where existential uncertainty lies in the tuple instances (attributes)
rather the complete tuple. Tuples’ outlierness depends on its outlier instances
(A tuple is an outlier if the sum of existential probability of its outlier instances
is less than the user defined threshold). In contrast to their work, in this dis-
sertation, attribute level uncertainty is considered and we have made use of an
incremental approach of outlier detection, which makes use of the results ob-
tained from the previous state set to efficiently detect outliers in the current state
set rather than using the sliding window approach.

Chapter 4
Outlier Detection on Uncertain
Data
The main goal of the research in this chapter is to identify distance-based out-
liers from uncertain data. Due to the surge in automated data collection tech-
nologies, data contain certain degree of inherent uncertainty. For example, data
obtained from sensors, RFIDs, etc. may contain uncertainty due to the reasons
discussed in Sec. 2.2. To obtain reliable results from such data, uncertainty
must be considered in their processing. Since the main focus of this dissertation
is outlier detection, in this chapter we will mainly focus on the outlier detection
in the presence of uncertainty in data, where the uncertainty lies in the individual
attributes of the dataset tuples and this uncertainty is modelled by the Gaussian
distribution function.
4.1 Overview
Outlier detection is a fundamental problem in data mining. It has applications
in many domains, credit card fraud detection [41], network intrusion detec-
tion [71], environment monitoring [49], medical sciences [14], etc. Several def-
initions of outlier have been given in past, but there exists no universally agreed
definition. Hawkins [52] defined outlier as an observation that deviates so much
from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a differ-
ent mechanism. In statistics, one can find over 100 outlier detection approaches.
These have been developed for different data distributions, parameters, desired
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numbers of outliers and types of expected outliers [20, 73]. However, most sta-
tistical approaches are not useful due to several reasons. For example, most
statistical approaches are univariate, in some approaches parameters are diffi-
cult to determine, and in other approaches outliers cannot be obtained until the
underlying data distribution is known. In order to overcome these problems,
several distance-based outlier detection approaches have been proposed in data
mining [63, 65, 82, 112].
Most of the outlier detection approaches proposed in data mining are suitable
only for deterministic data. However, due to the increasing usage of sensors,
RFIDs and similar devices for data collection, data contains certain degree of
inherent uncertainty [39, 54, 98]. The causes of uncertainty may include but
are not limited to limitation of equipments, absence of data, inconsistent supply
voltage and delay or loss of data in transfer [98]. In order to get reliable results
from such data, uncertainty needs to be considered in calculation. Hence this
chapter presents a distance-based outlier detection approach on uncertain data.
In order to obtain distance-based outliers from uncertain datasets, outlier
score (#D-neighbors) computation is required for each dataset object. How-
ever, the #D-neighbors computation is very expensive. Therefore, a cell-based
approach is proposed in this work. The use of cell-based approach is twofold
in this dissertation, i.e., indexing and pruning. As a pruning approach, the pro-
posed cell-based approach can identify and prune the cells containing only in-
liers using the cell bounds on #D-neighbors. Similarly it can also detect the
cells containing outliers. Although the cell-based pruning is very effective, yet
it may leave some cells undecided, i.e., they are neither identified as inlier cells
nor as outlier cells. For the uncertain data objects in undecided cell, an object-
wise bounds pruning approach is proposed. Finally nested-loop method is used
for the un-pruned objects to compute their outlier scores (#D-neighbors). A
property of the distance probability function used in this dissertation is that it
produces higher values for objects located nearby and low values for two objects
separated by a large distance. Hence, in the computation of #D-neighbors for
the un-pruned objects, nearer objects are considered before the farther objects.
In order to retrieve the nearer objects, cell-grid is used as an indexing approach.
In the cell-based approach, the unbounded nature of the Gaussian distribu-
tion prevents effective pruning. Moreover, #D-neighbors computation of un-
pruned objects becomes expensive, since it needs to consider all the objects in
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Table 4.1: Pruning techniques for outlier detection on uncertain data
Pruning Techniques
Outlier Detection Approaches
UDB(CG) UDB(BG)
Cell-based pruning
p p
Simple object-wise distance pruning  p
Object-wise bounds pruning
p p
the dataset. Therefore an approximate outlier detection approach is also pro-
posed to reduce this cost. The basic idea is that the Gaussian distribution can be
appropriately approximated by the bounded Gaussian distribution [88], and this
bounded distribution allows to introduce strong pruning techniques. It saves a
lot of computation cost at a small cost of accuracy.
Hence the work in this chapter presents two cell-based approaches for distance-
based outlier detection on uncertain data. The exact approach using the con-
ventional Gaussian uncertainty is denoted by UDB(CG) and the approximate
approach using the bounded Gaussian uncertainty is denoted by UDB(BG) in
the rest of the dissertation. Since each approach handles different nature of ob-
ject’s uncertainty (i.e., unbounded and bounded), different pruning techniques
are proposed for both. Table 4.1 lists the pruning techniques proposed for both
the approaches.
4.2 Problem Formulation
The distance-based outlier detection approach on deterministic data was intro-
duced by Knorr et al. in [65]. They defined distance-based outliers as follows.
Definition 4.1 An object o in a dataset DB is a distance-based outlier, if at
least fraction p of the objects in DB lies greater than distance D from o.
Def. 4.1 was given for deterministic datasets. However, the focus of this work
is uncertain datasets whose attribute values are uncertain, where the uncertainty
is given by the Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian distribution is chosen for
representing uncertainty in this dissertation, because in statistics the Gaussian
distribution (or the normal distribution) is the most important and the most com-
monly used.
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Let oi be d-dimensional uncertain objects, with attribute vector
 !Ai = (xi;1;
:::; xi;d)
T following the Gaussian PDF with mean vector  !i = (i;1; :::; i;d)T
and co-variance matrix i = diag(2i;1; :::; 
2
i;d), respectively. Namely, the
vector
 !Ai is a random variable that follows the Gaussian distribution  !Ai 
N ( !i ;i). Note that  !i denotes the observed coordinates (attribute values)
of object oi. The complete database consists of a set of such objects, GDB =
fo1; :::; oNg, where N = jGDBj is the number of uncertain objects in GDB.
Hence Def. 4.1 can be extended naturally for uncertain datasets as follows.
Definition 4.2 An uncertain object o in a database GDB is a distance-based
outlier, if the expected number of objects oi 2 GDB (including o itself) lying
within D-distance of o is less than or equal to threshold  = N(1   p), where
N is the number of uncertain objects in database GDB, and p is the fraction of
objects in GDB that lies farther than D-distance of o.
The objects that lie within the D-distance of oi are called its D-neighbors, and
the set of the D-neighbors of oi and the number of D-neighbours are denoted
by DN(oi) and #D-neighbors(oi), respectively. In order to find the distance-
based outliers in GDB, the #D-neighbors of the un-pruned objects needs to
be computed which requires the computation of distance probability. This dis-
tance probability is computed using the difference between two uncertain ob-
jects, which is given by another distribution known as the Gaussian difference
distribution [114].
Let
 !Ai and  !Aj be two independent d-dimensional normal random vectors
with means  !i = (i;1; :::; i;d)T and  !j = (j;1; :::; j;d)T and diagonal covari-
ance matricesi = diag(2i;1; :::; 
2
i;d) andj = diag(
2
j;1;...; 
2
j;d), respectively.
Then j !Ai    !Ajj = N ( !i    !j ;i + j) [114]. Let Pr(oi; oj; D) denotes the
probability that oj 2 DN(oi). Then,
Pr(oi; oj; D) =
Z
R
N ( !i   !j ;i + j)d !A ; (4.1)
whereR is a sphere with centre ( !i  !j) and radiusD. Lemma 4.1 gives the 2-
dimensional expression for Pr(oi; oj; D). However, Pr(oi; oj; D) expressions
for higher dimensions can be derived using Eq. 4.1.
Lemma 4.1 Let oi and oj be two 2-dimensional uncertain objects with attributes !Ai  N ( !i ;i) and !Aj  N ( !j ;j), where !i = (i;1; i;2)T , !j = (j;1; j;2)T ,
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i = diag(
2
i;1; 
2
i;2) and j = diag(
2
j;1; 
2
j;2). The Pr(oi; oj; D) is given as
follows.
Pr(oi; oj; D) =
1
2
q
(2i;1 + 
2
j;1)(
2
i;2 + 
2
j;2)

Z D
0
Z 2
0
exp

 

(r cos    1)2
2(2i;1 + 
2
j;1)
+
(r sin    2)2
2(2i;2 + 
2
j;2)

r d dr ;
(4.2)
where 1 = i;1   j;1 and 2 = i;2   j;2.
Proof. See Appendix A.
This work assumes that the attributes of uncertain objects are independent
and the uncertainty of objects (standard deviation) is uniform in all dimensions,
hence i;1 = j;1 = i;2 = j;2 = , and let 2 = 21 + 
2
2. This results in
a non-correlated diagonal covariance matrices, i.e., i = diag(2i;1; 
2
i;2) and
j = diag(
2
j;1; 
2
j;2) for the distance probability expression, Pr(oi; oj; D). On
the other hand, if the attributes of uncertain objects are dependent there exists a
correlation between them and it results in a correlated covariance matrix. Ap-
pendix B shows that the series of transformations, Principal Component Analy-
sis [100], is always possible to find alternative coordinates of an object, which
transform a correlated Gaussian distribution into an uncorrelated one. Hence
resulting in a diagonal, uncorrelated covariance matrix whose variance is uni-
form in all dimensions, which is consistent with the proposed probability func-
tion. Thus the proposed solution is equally applicable for the objects whose
attributes are correlated. In the light of above assumptions, Eq. 4.2 is simplified
as follows.
Pr(oi; oj; D) =
1
42
Z D
0
Z 2
0
exp
 1
42
 
r2   2r cos  + 2 r d dr:
(4.3)
Note that Pr(oi; oj; D) only depends on 2 and not on the coordinates of
oi and oj . Hence Pr(oi; oj; D) is denoted by Pr(;D) when there is no con-
fusion, where  denotes the ordinary euclidean distance between the means of
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uncertain objects. Computing this probability is usually very costly, and needs
to be avoided as much as possible during the computation of outliers.
In the following part, the discussion focuses on 2-dimensional case. How-
ever, the discussion can be extended to higher dimensions without loss of gen-
erality. In addition, this work assumes i;1 = j;1 = i;2 = j;2 =  to keep the
discussion simple.
Algorithm 4.1: UDB Outlier Detection: Naive Approach
Input: GDB, D, p, 
Output: Set of UDB Outliers O
1: N  number of objects in GDB;
2:   N(1  p);
3: for each o in GDB do
4: #D-neighbors(o) 0;
5: for each oi in GDB do
6: #D-neighbors(o) + = Pr(o; oi; D);
7: if #D-neighbors(o) >  then
8: mark o as non-outlier, GOTO next o;
9: end if
10: end for
11: mark o as outlier, add o to O;
12: end for
13: return O
The Naive approach of the distance-based outlier detection uses Nested-loop
to compute #D-neighbors of each object. The #D-neighbors computation of
an object oi 2 GDB requires computation of the expensive distance probability
with every other object in the GDB until oi can be decided as an outlier or in-
lier. In the worst case, this approach requires O(N2) evaluations of the distance
probability, which is very expensive. The Naive approach of the distance-based
outlier detection on uncertain data is given in Algorithm 4.1.
4.3 Cell-based Outlier Detection
In this section, we present a cell-based approach to index the dataset objects
and to speed up the outlier detection process by pruning the cells as outliers and
inliers. The proposed approach identifies and prunes the cells containing only
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inliers depending on the cell-bounds on #D-neighbors. Similarly it can also
detect the cells containing only outliers.
4.3.1 Cell-based Pruning
The cell-based technique is proposed to quickly identify and prune the cells
containing only inliers. Similarly, it can also detect cells containing outliers like
the cell-based approach of Knorr et al. [65]. Since the cell-based approach by
Knorr et al. deals with deterministic data only, they considered two cell layers
that lie within certain distances from a target cell for its pruning. However, in
this work, objects are infinitely uncertain, hence all the cell-layers in the cell-
grid need to be considered for the pruning of target cell.
Grid G Structure
In order to identify distance-based outliers using cell-based technique, mean of
each object oi 2 GDB is mapped to a 2-dimensional space that is partitioned
into cells of length l. (The cell length is discussed in Sec. 4.3.5). Let Cx;y be
any cell in the grid G, where positive integers x and y denote the cell indices.
The layers (L1; :::; Ln) of Cx;y 2 G are the neighbouring cells of Cx;y as shown
in Fig. 4.1 and are defined as follows.
L1(Cx;y) = fCu;vju = x 1; v = y  1; Cx;y 6= Cu;vg:
L2(Cx;y) = fCu;vju = x 2; v = y  2; Cu;v =2 L1(Cx;y); Cx;y 6= Cu;vg:
L3(Cx;y); :::; Ln(Cx;y) are defined in a similar way. The considerable maxi-
mum number of layers depends on the position of the target cell in the cell-grid.
A cell Cx;y in G can have the maximum number of layers if it exists at the corner
of the G and the minimum number of layers if it exists at the centre of the G. Let
n denotes the maximum number of layers, then the minimum number of layers
is given by dn=2e.
Cell Bounds
Like the cell-based approach by Knorr et al. [65], goal of the proposed cell-
based technique is to identify and prune cells which are guaranteed to contain
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Figure 4.1: Cell layers
only inliers or outliers. A cell Cx;y can be pruned as an outlier cell if the #D-
neighbors for any object in Cx;y according to Def. 4.2 is less than or equal
to the threshold . Similarly a cell can be pruned as an inlier cell if the #D-
neighbors for any object in cell Cx;y is greater than the . Hence bounds on
the #D-neighbors of Cx;y 2 G are defined to prune them. The upper and lower
bounds bind the possible#D-neighbors without expensive object-wise distance
computation.
Upper Bound: The upper bound of a cell Cx;y, UB(Cx;y), binds the maxi-
mum #D-neighbors in grid G for any object in cell Cx;y. Since the Gaussian
distribution is infinite, two objects in the same cell may reside at the same co-
ordinate. Hence the maximum#D-neighbors in Cx;y for any object in cell Cx;y
itself is equal to the number of objects in Cx;y, denoted by N(Cx;y).
Similarly, the maximum#D-neighbors in cells in layer Lm(Cx;y)(1  m 
n) for any object in Cx;y can be obtained as follows.
nX
m=1
N(Lm(Cx;y))  Pr((m  1)l; D);
where N(Lm(Cx;y)) denotes the number of objects in layer Lm(Cx;y). Fig. 4.2
shows how the  = (m   1)l values are obtained for computation of the upper
bound. Hence UB(Cx;y) of Cx;y 2 G is derived as follows.
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UB(Cx;y) = N(Cx;y) +
nX
m=1
N(Lm(Cx;y)) Pr((m  1)l; D): (4.4)
Lower Bound: The lower bound of a cell Cx;y, LB(Cx;y), binds the mini-
mum #D-neighbors in grid G for any object in cell Cx;y. When two objects
in the same cell reside at the opposite corners, the probability that they are
D-neighbours takes the minimum value. Hence the minimum #D-neighbors
in Cx;y for any object in cell Cx;y itself is equivalent to 1 + (N(Cx;y)   1) 
Pr(
p
2l; D).
Similarly, the minimum#D-neighbors in cells in layer Lm(Cx;y) (1  m 
n) for any object in Cx;y can be obtained as follows.
nX
m=1
N(Lm(Cx;y)) Pr((m+ 1)
p
2l; D):
Fig. 4.2 shows how the  = (m + 1)
p
2l values are obtained for the lower
bounds. Hence LB(Cx;y) of Cx;y 2 G is derived as follows.
LB(Cx;y) = 1 + (N(Cx;y)  1) Pr(
p
2l; D)+
nX
m=1
N(Lm(Cx;y)) Pr((m+ 1)
p
2l; D):
(4.5)
Lookup Table: The bounds discussed above are required by each Cx;y 2 G
for pruning. Each bound computation requires evaluation of the costly distance
probability, Pr(;D), and the object counts of respective cellCx;y and its layers
Lm(Cx;y). The number of distance probability computations for the bounds
calculation can be reduced by pre-computing Pr(;D) values for Cx;y bounds.
Since the Pr(;D) values are decided only by the -values and are independent
from the locations of Cx;y, Pr(;D) values need to be computed only for  =
m
p
2l (1  m  n+1) and  = ml (0  m  n 1). The pre-computed values
are stored in a lookup table to be used by the cell-based pruning technique.
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Figure 4.2: Cell and layers bounds
Cell Pruning
Having defined bounds and lookup table, a cell Cx;y 2 G can be pruned as an
inlier cell or identified as an outlier cell as follows.
If LB(Cx;y) is greater than , Cx;y cannot contain outliers. Hence it can be
pruned as an inlier cell. On the other hand if UB(Cx;y) is less than or equal to
, Cx;y is identified as an outlier cell. Lines 1 through 11 in Algorithm 4.2 show
the cell-based pruning technique.
4.3.2 Object-wise Bounds Pruning
Although the cell-based technique is very effective, yet it may leave some cells
undecided, i.e., they are neither pruned as inlier cells nor are identifies as out-
lier cells. For the pruning of uncertain data objects in such cells an object-wise
bounds pruning technique is proposed. This technique helps in the computation
of bounds on #D-neighbors for the un-pruned objects from the cell-based ap-
proach. Using this approach, a lot of expensive distance function computations
may be avoided.
In this technique, Pr(;D) is pre-computed for some  values. In this work,
Pr(;D) is computed for several  values between 0 and D + 3.  is chosen
in this range because Pr(;D) values for  > D+3 are negligibly small and
are usually not effective in pruning. The set of pre-computed Pr(;D) values
is denoted by  and nbounds = j j. These pre-computed values are used for
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Algorithm 4.2: UDB Outlier Detection: Cell-based Approach
Input: GDB, D, p, l
Output: Set of distance-based outliers O
1: Create cell grid G using the min. and max. dataset GDB objects means
and cell length l;
2: Initialize Countk of each cell Ck 2 G;
3: Map each object o in GDB to an appropriate Ck, and increment Countk
by 1;
4:   jGDBj(1  p), O = fg; ( correspond to the threshold)
/*Pruning cells using bounds*/
5: for each non-empty Ck in G do
6: if LB(Ck) >  then
7: Ck is an inlier cell, mark Ck green. GOTO Next Ck;
8: else if UB(Ck)   then
9: Ck is an outlier cell, add objects of Ck to O, mark Ck black. GOTO
Next Ck;
10: end if
11: end for
/*Object-wise pruning*/
12: O = O [ObjectWisePruning(G; D; );
/*Unpruned objects processing*/
13: for each object oi in non-empty, uncoloured Ck 2 G do
14: if oi is uncoloured then compute #D-neighbors(oi) using objects in Ck
and higher layers of Ck 2 G;
15: if #D-neighbors(oi)  then oi is outlier. Add oi to O;
16: end for
17: return O;
the computation of bounds on #D-neighbors for the un-pruned objects. These
bounds are denoted by Pr(;D)LB and Pr(;D)UB, respectively. Algorithm
4.3 shows the object-wise bounds pruning.
For example, let D = 90 and  = 10, then D + 3 = 120. Therefore
Pr(;D) values need to be computed for 0 <   120 . Assuming that
Pr(;D) is pre-calculated for  = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 then  = f 0.99,
0.9, 0.75, 0.5, 0.2, 0.001 g. If  = 70 for oi and oj then Pr(70; D)UB = 0:75
and Pr(70; D)LB = 0:5.
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Algorithm 4.3: UDB Outlier Detection: ObjectWisePruning
Input: G, D, 
Output: Set of distance-based outliers O
1: O = fg;
2: for each non-empty uncoloured Ck in G do
3: for each oi in Ck do
4: for each oj in D3(Ck) ( D3(Ck) corresponds to the cells within
D + 3 distance of cells Ck) do
5: if 0 <   D + 3 then
6: Update #D-neighbors(oi)LB and #D-neighbors(oi)UB using
precomputed bounds;
(#D-neighbors(oi)LB & #D-neighbors(oi)UB corresponds the
lower and upper bounds of #D-neighbors(oi) respectively.)
7: end if
8: end for
9: if #D-neighbors(oi)LB >  then oi is inlier, mark oi green. GOTO
next oi;
10: else if #D-neighbors(oi)UB   then oi is outlier, mark oi black.
Add oi to O;
11: end for
12: end for
13: return O;
4.3.3 Un-pruned Objects Processing and Grid File Index
There may be some undecided objects, i.e., they are neither pruned as inliers
nor identified as outliers, even after the cell-based pruning and the object-wise
bounds pruning. For all such uncertain objects, nested-loop computation fol-
lows. Usually the number of such objects is very small, yet it can be expensive
due to the costly distance probability computation. According to the distance
probability function, Pr(oi; oj; D) is higher when oi and oj are close. Hence for
an undecided object oi, if oj 2 GDB nearer to oi are chosen earlier for the com-
putation of#D-neighbours of oi, the number of Pr(oi; oj; D) computations can
be reduced. If an un-pruned object oi is inlier, it will be pruned by considering
only nearer objects. Since the objects are already in grid structure, the grid can
be utilized as grid-file index [80] with no additional indexing cost to retrieve
nearer objects for the undecided objects. This helps in deciding the un-pruned
objects faster than using no index at all. Lines 13 through 16 of Algorithm 4.2
shows the processing of such objects.
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4.3.4 Complexity Analysis
We will first analyse the complexity of the UDB outlier detection algorithm
(Algorithm 4.2) for the 2D case. Line 1 creates the cell-grid by finding the
minimum and maximum means of the dataset GDB objects and cell length l. It
takes O(N) time. Line 2 takes O(m) time, where m  N is the total number
of cells in the cell-grid G. Mapping N objects to the G require O(N) objects
evaluations. Line 4 contains only the initializations of variables. The main loop
of the algorithm in lines 5-11 is executed for all the cells in the G. The loop
computes the bounds of all the cells in G , each of which takes O(nL) time
(assuming that there are at-most nL layers in the G), because the cell bounds
computation require the contribution of all the cell layers in the G. Hence the
overall loop takes O(mnL) time. Assuming that there are n0  N un-pruned
objects in un-pruned cells from the cell-based pruning, the object wise pruning
takesO(n0N) time because, for the object-wise pruning, the bounds on the#D-
neighbours of each un-pruned object is computed using all the objects in the
dataset. Finally, computation of the accurate #D-neighbours in Lines 13-16
takes O(nN) time, where n  N is the number of un-pruned objects from the
cell-based and the object-wise prunings. Thus, the average case time complexity
of the UDB outlier detection algorithm in 2D is O(nN + mnL). In the worst
case, none of the object is pruned by the cell-based algorithm, hence the worst
case time complexity of the UDB outlier detection algorithm in 2D is O(N2 +
mnL).
However, in the UDB outlier detection algorithm, the major cost lies in the
evaluation of accurate #D-neighbours of the un-pruned objects (Lines 13-16).
This cost is so high that it hides the cost of the rest of the algorithm. This is due
to the expensive distance probability computation between uncertain objects.
Therefore, we give the algorithm complexity in terms of the number of distance
probability evaluations. Hence the average case and the worst case time com-
plexities of the UDB outlier detection algorithm in 2D are O(nN) and O(N2),
respectively.
The complexities of the UDB outlier detection algorithm do not change with
the increase in dimensions d, as long as only the number of distance probability
evaluations are considered for the computation of the algorithm’s complexities.
Although with the increase in d, the number of grid cells increases exponen-
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tially, yet the cost of evaluation of the#D-neighbours for the un-pruned objects
remains dominant and hence the complexities remain same for the average case
and the worst case, i.e., O(nN) andO(N2), respectively for higher dimensional
case.
From the above analysis, it is evident that the average case computational
complexity of the UDB outlier detection algorithm is lower than the Naive algo-
rithm, which is O(N2) in terms of the distance probability evaluations. Hence
the execution times of the cell-based UDB outlier detection algorithm is far
lower than the Naive algorithm. However, with the increase in d, the distance
probability computation between uncertain objects becomes so expensive that it
becomes impractical to detect outliers using the proposed approach from very
high dimensional data.
4.3.5 Discussion: Determination of Values for ParametersD,
p and l
Let us begin by stating that there is no universally correct value for parameters
D, p or l. Parameter D has an effect on the #D-neighbors of an object and
#D-neighbors are computed using Pr(oi; oj; D) function. Larger D values
result in larger Pr(oi; oj; D) values and therefore larger#D-neighbors and vice
versa. However very small or very large D value is not recommended as it
results in very small or very large #D-neighbors respectively for all the state
set objects and hides the difference between strong and weak outliers. Therefore
an appropriate D value must not be too large to cover the entire dataset objects
and not too small to cover only the object itself. Hence an appropriate D value
may be decided by considering the dataset distribution by the end user.
Since the parameter p is used in the determination of threshold,  = N(1 
p), it affects the number of outliers returned by the proposed approaches. Since
an outlier occurs rarely, and therefore it is reasonable to select a value of p very
close to unity. Consider a dataset of size N = 1000, and p = 0:995. Given the
threshold expression  = N(1   p), where  is the maximum #D-neighbors
of an outlier object o, this means that the maximum value of #D-neighbors of
o could be 5. If D is very large, very few or no outliers may occur. On the
other hand, for very small D many or all dataset objects may be outliers. From
experiments, we concluded that p should be close to unity. For example, for
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N = 103, p = 0:995may be appropriate, but forN = 106, may be far too small.
For the latter case, p = 0:99995 may be more appropriate.
Varying l has an affect on the performance of the proposed outlier detection
approaches rather than the accuracy. Smaller l values are good for cell pruning
as they result in tighter bounds, however very small l increases the number of
cells in the grid exponentially and the time required for the bounds computation.
On the other hand, larger l values result in looser bounds and hence reduce the
cell pruning capability. As the number of dimensions d increases, the number of
grid cells increases exponentially and therefore larger l values are recommended
for higher d. Therefore small l values are recommended for lower dimensions
and relatively larger values are recommended for higher dimensions.
4.4 Cell-basedOutlier Detection using the Bounded
Gaussian Uncertainty
Despite the techniques presented in Sec. 4.3, unbounded nature of the Gaus-
sian distribution prevents from computing outliers very efficiently. Hence in
this section an approximate distance-based outlier detection approach using the
bounded Gaussian uncertainty is presented. Approximating the Gaussian distri-
bution by the bounded Gaussian distribution enables an approximate but more
efficient cell-based pruning technique along with simple object-wise distance
and bounds pruning techniques. According to this work’s assumption, attributes
of uncertain objects follow the Gaussian distribution. Therefore according to
the 3-sigma rule there is a 95:45% probability that uncertain objects’ attribute
values lie within 2 standard deviations of the observed values and 99:73% prob-
ability that the values lie within 3 standard deviations of the observed values
and so on [88]. Hence the conventional Gaussian distribution can be normalized
within certain boundaries to increase efficiency of outlier detection at a small
cost of accuracy.
In this section, we derive a distance probability function for the objects
following the bounded Gaussian uncertainty. Given a conventional Gaussian
function g !A(x1; x2) with mean
 ! = (1; 2)T and co-variance matrix  =
diag(2; 2), the bounded Gaussian distribution f !A(x1; x2) can be defined fol-
lowing the practise of [108], as follows.
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f !A(x1; x2) =
8<:
g !A (x1;x2)R
(x1;x2)2o:ur g !A (x1;x2)dx1dx2
(x1; x2) 2 o:ur
0 otherwise
(4.6)
where o:ur denotes the uncertainty region of the bounded Gaussian distribu-
tion. This paper assumes that the uncertainty region is a sphere with centre at
(1; 2)
T and radius r. Note that,Z
o:ur
f !A(x1; x2)dx1dx2 = 1:
When two objects oi and oj follow the bounded Gaussian distribution, Pr(oi; oj; D)
is given as follows.
Pr(oi; oj; D) =
rZ
0
2Z
0
DZ
0
2Z
0
f !Ai(r1 cos 1; r1 sin 1)
f !Aj(r1 cos 1 + r2 cos 2; r1 sin 1 + r2 sin 2)r1r2d2dr2d1dr1:
(4.7)
Hence the uncertain data objects following the conventional Gaussian un-
certainty in dataset GDB = fo1; :::; oNg can be approximated by the bounded
Gaussian uncertainty. Namely, GDBb = fo1; :::; oNg denotes a set of objects
whose attributes
 !Ai = (xi;1; xi;2)T follow the bounded Gaussian uncertainty
with mean  !i = (i;1; i;2)T and co-variance matrix i = diag(2; 2) respec-
tively and radius r.
4.4.1 Cell-based Pruning for the Bounded Gaussian
Approximating the Gaussian distribution by the bounded Gaussian distribution
enables better cell-based pruning. The proposed technique prunes cells con-
taining only inliers and identify outlier cells just like the cell-based approach
for conventional Gaussian distribution. In contrast to computing bounds using
many layers in the conventional Gaussian cell-based approach, cell size is set
in such a way that a target cell can be pruned by just counting objects within
the target cell and its neighbouring layers. Moreover, no pre-computation is
required for the cell-based technique using the bounded Gaussian uncertainty.
In order to identify distance-based outliers using the cell-based technique,
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mean of each object oi 2 GDBb is mapped to a d-dimensional space that is
partitioned into cells of length l (The cell length is discussed in Sec. 4.3.5).
Let Cx;y be a cell in the grid G, then cells in region R1(Cx;y) are those which
completely lie within D   2r distance of the Cx;y, including the Cx;y itself, as
shown in Fig. 4.3. Let nR1 =

D 2r
l
   1, then the region R1(Cx;y) is derived
as follows.
R1(Cx;y) = fCu;vju = x nR1; v = y  nR1;p
((juj+ 1)l)2 + ((jvj+ 1)l)2 < D   2r; Cu;v 6= Cx;yg :
The number of cells in the region R1(Cx;y) vary depending upon nR1. Note
that the R1(Cx;y) satisfies the following property.
Property 1: If Cu;v 2 R1(Cx;y), then the objects oi 2 Cx;y and oj 2 Cu;v are
at most D   2r distance apart.
From property 1, the oi 2 Cx;y and the oj 2 R1(Cx;y) are guaranteed to be
D-neighbours mutually, hence the Pr(oi; oj; D) is always equal to 1. Cells in
region R2(Cx;y) are those which fall within D + 2r distance of the Cx;y. Let
nR2 =

D+2r
l

, then the region R2(Cx;y) is derived as follows.
R2(Cx;y) = fCu;vju = x nR2; v = y  nR2;p
((juj   1)l)2 + ((jvj   1)l)2 < D + 2r; Cu;v =2 R1(Cx;y); Cu;v 6= Cx;yg :
Note that the R1(Cx;y) and the R2(Cx;y) satisfy following property.
Property 2: If Cu;v is neither in R1(Cx;y) nor in R2(Cx;y) and Cu;v 6= Cx;y,
then the objects oi 2 Cx;y and oj 2 Cu;v are greater than D + 2r distance apart.
From property 2, it can be guaranteed that the oi 2 Cx;y and oj 2 Cu;v are
greater than D + 2r distance apart, hence the Pr(oi; oj; D) is always equal to
0. Two more types of cells help in pruning. These cells are named red cells and
pink cells and are denoted by Rr(Cx;y) and Rp(Cx;y) respectively. Let nR
diag
1 =j
D 2r
l
p
2
k
  1 denotes number of diagonals within D  2r distance of a cell Cx;y.
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Then the red and the pink cells are defined as follows.
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Figure 4.3: Bounded gaussian cell grid
Rr(Cx;y) = fCu;vju = x nr; v = y  nr; Cu;v 6= Cx;yg;
nr = minfn j N(Cx;y) +
nX
i=1
N(Li(Cx;y)) >  ; 0 < n  bnR
diag
1
2
cg:
where N(Li(Cx;y)) denotes the number of objects in Cx;y and its layer Li(Cx;y)
(1  i  n). The nr value which meets above condition may not exist. If it
exists, Rp(Cx;y) is defined as follows.
Rp(Cx;y) = fCu;vju = x np; v = y  np;Cu;v =2 Rr(Cx;y);
Cu;v 6= Cx;y; nr < np < nRdiag1 g:
For a Cx;y, Rr(Cx;y) is chosen in such a way that if the total number of
objects in the Cx;y and the Rr(Cx;y) are greater than threshold , then they can
prune all objects in the Cx;y, the Rr(Cx;y) and the Rp(Cx;y) as inliers. nr is
smaller the better, since the smaller nr results in larger np, hence more cells can
be pruned as inliers.
For example, in Fig. 4.3, nR
diag
1 = 3, and assume that nr = 1. Moreover,
assume that the total number of objects in Cx;y and L1(Cx;y) are greater than .
Then, np = 2, and all the objects in the Cx;y, the L1(Cx;y) and the L2(Cx;y) are
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inliers. Note that combined thickness of Cx;y and Rr(Cx;y) is always less than
nR
diag
1 , hence they can prune cells inRp(Cx;y), just like Cx;y can pruneR1(Cx;y)
cells according to Property 3a.
Algorithm 4.4: UDB Outlier Detection: Cell-based Approach (Bounded
Gaussian)
Input: GDBb, D, p, l r, nbounds
Output: Set of distance-based outliers O
1: Compute nbounds bounds between D   2r and D + 2r;
2: Create cell Grid G using the min. and max. dataset GDBb objects means
and cell length l and initialize the count of each cell Ck 2 G, Countk  0;
3: Map each object o 2 GDBb to an appropriate cell Ck, and increment
Countk by 1;
4:   jGDBbj(1  p);O = fg;
/* Cell-based Pruning */
5: For each non-empty Ck 2 G, If Countk > , Ck is an inlier cell, mark Ck
green;
6: For each green cell Ck 2 G, mark R1(Ck) cells blue, provided the
neighbour has not already been marked green;
7: For each non-empty, uncoloured cell Ck 2 Grid, If
Countk +
P
m2Rr(Ck)Countm > , then mark Ck, Rr(Ck) and Rp(Ck)
blue;
8: for each non-empty, uncoloured cell Ck in G do
9: Countk2  Countk +
P
m2R1(Ck)Countm;
10: if Countk2 >  then
11: Ck is an inlier cell, mark Ck blue. GOTO next Ck;
12: else if Countk2 +
P
m2R2(Ck)Countm   then
13: Ck is an outlier cell, add objects of Ck to O. GOTO next Ck;
14: end if
15: end for
/*Object-wise pruning*/
16: O = O [ObjectWisePruning(G; D; );
/*Unpruned objects processing*/
17: for each object oi in non-empty, uncoloured Ck 2 G do
18: if oi is uncoloured then compute #D-neighbors(oi) using objects in Ck
and higher layers (layers within D + 3 distance of oi) of Ck 2 G;
19: if #D-neighbors(oi)  then oi is outlier. Add oi to O;
20: end for
21: return O;
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Property 3: Cell pruning.
(a) If N(Cx;y) > , all the objects in Cx;y and R1(Cx;y) are inliers.
(b) If N(Cx;y) +N(R1(Cx;y)) > , all the objects in Cx;y are inliers.
(c) IfN(Cx;y)+N(Rr(Cx;y)) > , all the objects inCx;y,Rr(Cx;y) andRp(Cx;y)
are inliers.
(d) If N(Cx;y) + N(R1(Cx;y)) + N(R2(Cx;y))  , every object in Cx;y is an
outlier.
where N(:) denotes the number of objects. Algorithm 4.4 shows the cell-based
calculation for the bounded Gaussian distribution.
4.4.2 Simple Object-wise Distance Pruning
Although the cell-based technique is very effective, yet it may leave some cells
undecided, i.e., they are neither pruned as the inlier cells nor are identifies as the
outlier cells. For pruning of uncertain data objects in such cells, an object-wise
distance pruning technique is proposed. A similar technique was used in [78]
for finding distance between an object and a cluster representative.
Since the uncertainty of objects in GDBb is bounded, it can be found weather
two objects are within theD-distance only by calculating distance between their
observed coordinates. The distance computation in this case is just ordinary Eu-
clidean and is cheap. Since  denotes an ordinary Euclidean distance between
observed coordinates of two objects. Let the objects be oi; oj 2 GDBb. If
  D   2r, it is guaranteed that object oj lies within the D-distance of oi. In
other words, Pr(oi; oj; D) = 1. On the other hand, if  > D+2r, then object oj
is guaranteed to lie outside theD-distance of oi. In this case, Pr(oi; oj; D) = 0.
For example, in Fig. 4.4,  < D   2r for oi and op and  > D + 2r for oi
and oq. Therefore Pr(oi; op; D) = 1 and Pr(oi; oq; D) = 0. This object-wise
distance pruning helps in computing #D-neighbours of the un-pruned objects.
Using this approach, a lot of expensive distance probability computations may
be avoided.
4.4.3 Object-wise Bounds Pruning
Using simple object-wise distance pruning of Sec. 4.4.2, Pr(oi; oj; D) can be
computed only for the objects whose D + 2r <   D  2r. However in order
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Figure 4.4: Simple object-wise distance pruning
to compute the #D-neighbours for an object oi 2 GDBb, the Pr(oi; oj; D)
needs to be computed for all oj 2 GDBb within the regions R1(Cx;y) and
R2(Cx;y). Here Cx;y is the cell containing oi. Hence a technique similar to
the object-wise bounds pruning of Sec. 4.3.2 can be used to compute bounds of
the Pr(oi; oj; D) for D   2r <   D + 2r. The object-wise bounds pruning
for the bounded Gaussian is exactly similar to that of the conventional Gaussian
with an exception that in the bounded Gaussian, the bounds need to be computed
for D   2r <   D + 2r only.
4.4.4 Un-pruned Objects Processing for the Bounded Gaus-
sian
Un-pruned objects processing for the bounded Gaussian distribution is same as
the one presented in Algorithm 4.2. The only difference between the un-pruned
objects processing of the conventional Gaussian uncertainty and the bounded
Gaussian uncertainty is that the later needs to consider objects in only 2 regions,
i.e., R1(Cx;y) and R2(Cx;y) for the computation of the #D-neighbours of an
un-pruned object oi 2 Cx;y. In contrast, the conventional Gaussian needs to
consider objects in the complete grid G.
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4.4.5 Complexity Analysis
The major part of the UDB(BG) algorithm is same as that of the UDB(CG) al-
gorithm, hence the computational complexity of the UDB(BG) algorithm is also
similar to that of the UDB(CG) algorithm. Just like the UDB(CG) algorithm,
the major cost of the UDB outlier detection lies in the evaluation of the exact
#D-neighbours of the un-pruned objects. This cost is so high that it hides the
cost of the rest of the algorithm. This is due to the expensive distance probability
computation between the uncertain objects. Therefore we give the complexities
of the UDB(BG) algorithm in terms of the number of distance probability eval-
uations, which are O(nN 0) and O(N2) in 2-dimensional case, for the average
case and the worst case respectively; where n N is the number of un-pruned
objects and N 0  N is the number of objects that lie within D + 2r distance of
the un-pruned objects. Although the number of distance probability evaluations
required for the processing of un-pruned objects in the UDB(BG) algorithm is
far less than the UDB(CG), its worst case complexity is still O(N2) in 2D case,
since it assumes that none of the objects are pruned through the cell-based ap-
proach and all the dataset objects lie within D + 2r distance of the un-pruned
objects.
The complexities of the UDB(BG) algorithm do not change with the increase
in dimensions d, as long as only the number of distance probability evaluations
are considered for the computation of the algorithm’s complexity. Although
with the increase in d, the number of grid cells increases exponentially, yet
the cost of evaluation of the #D-neighbours for the un-pruned objects remains
dominant and hence the complexities remain same for the average case and the
worst case, i.e., O(nN 0) and O(N2), respectively for higher dimensional case.
4.5 Discussion: Outlier Detection in
High-dimensional Data and Sub-space Outlier
Detection
High dimensional data in Euclidean space pose challenges to data mining al-
gorithms, mainly due to the data sparsity. Based on this observation, Bayer et
al. in [22] proved that in high dimensional space, all pairs of points are almost
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equidistant from one another for a wide range of data distributions and distance
functions. Therefore the task of outlier detection has found new specialized so-
lutions for tackling high dimensional data in Euclidean space. These approaches
fall under mainly two categories [121], namely 1) Considering subspaces (sub-
sets of attributes) for the outlier detection, 2) Not considering subspaces for the
detection of outliers.
In the first category, irrelevant attributes are usually not filtered and all the
subspaces (subset of attributes) are included in the outlier detection process. The
second category filters the irrelevant attributes and is more concerned with gen-
eral issues of efficiency and effectiveness. Nevertheless, both types of special-
ized outlier detection algorithms tackle challenges specific to high dimensional
data.
The work presented in this dissertation can be used for the first category, i.e.
subspace outlier detection. Subspace outlier detection aims at finding outliers
in relevant subspaces that are not outliers in the full-dimensional space (where
they are covered by irrelevant attributes) [121]. Predominant issues in subspace
outlier detection are: 1) identication of subspaces: Which subspace is relevant
and why?, 2) comparability of outlier scores: How to compare outlier results
from different subspaces.
First approach for high-dimensional (subspace) outlier detection was given
by Aggarwal and Yu [12]. Their approach resembles a grid-based subspace clus-
tering approach but not searching dense but sparse grid cells and report objects
contained within sparse grid cells as outliers.
Zhang et al. [118] also studied the identification of outliers in the subspaces.
They defined the outlying degree of a point w.r.t. a certain space s in terms of
the sum of distances to the k nearest neighbors in this (sub-)space s. For a fixed
subspace s, this is the outlier model of Angiulli and Pizzuti [17].
In our work, subspace outlier detection can be incorporated using the sub-
space distance-based outlier detection approach presented by Knorr et al. in [64]
for deterministic data. With the increase in dimensions, the number of subspaces
need to be considered for outlier detection increases exponentially and due to
this reason identification of relevant subspaces for outlier detection is a known
research problem. Authors in [64] proposed to select subspaces at random and
search for outliers in them. Using this approach, if a subspace A does not con-
tain any outlier, then none of its subspaces B  A can contain an outlier, in
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this way a lot of subspaces can be pruned from consideration. Experimentally,
authors in [64] found d = 3 (d denotes the number of subspace dimensions) as
a good starting point for random subspace selection, however further research is
needed to identify relevant subspaces.
4.6 Experiments
Extensive experiments are conducted on synthetic and real datasets to evaluate
the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approaches. In the experiments,
Knorr et al. [63] approach of outlier detection on deterministic data is used as
the baseline to compare the accuracy of outlier detection. All algorithms are im-
plemented in C++, GNU compiler. All experiments are performed on a system
with an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E8400 3.00GHz CPU and 2GB main memory
running Ubuntu 12.04 OS. All programs run in main memory and no I/O cost
is considered. Each experiment is performed 3 times and the average values are
used in the graphs. We have also used error bars in the graphs, showing the stan-
dard error in the execution time measurements of each approach. However, in
majority of the graphs they are not visible due to very small standard error in the
execution times. Therefore, a table is used to show the percentage of standard
error in the execution times.
Pre-computation time is not included in the measurements. Unless specified,
the following parameter values are used in experiments: D = 100,  = 10,
l = 10, nbounds = 10, r = 2, and p = 0:998. In the figures, the Knorr
et al. [65] approach is denoted by Knorr and the approaches proposed in this
chapter are denoted by UDB(CG) and UDB(BG), respectively.
4.6.1 Datasets
In this work two synthetic and three real datasets are used for experiments, as
shown in Figs. 4.5. Unless specified, synthetic datasets, the unimodal Gaussian
(UG) and the trimodal Gaussian (TG) are 2-dimensional each and are generated
using the BoxMuller method [110]. This method generates pair of indepen-
dent, standard, normally distributed (zero mean, unit variance) random numbers,
given a source of uniformly distributed random numbers. Higher-dimensional
unimodal Gaussian datasets (for up to 5 dimensions) are also generated and used
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(a) UG (b) TG
(c) ADAPTE (d) SDSS
(e) ISPD
Figure 4.5: Datasets used in the experiments.
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Figure 4.6: Precision-recall trade-off curves (D = 100,  = 10, p = 20,
l = 10, nbounds = 10, r = 3, and p is selected in such a way that approximately
0.5 % outliers are returned by all the algorithms.)
for the evaluation of the proposed approaches on higher-dimensional datasets.
Unless specified, synthetic datasets consist of 5,000 tuples each.
As for real-world data, three datasets are used: ADAPTE, SDSS and ISPD.
ADAPTE and ISPD are obtained from CISL Research data archive [1] and
SDSS is obtained from Sloan Digital Sky Survey [3]. ADAPTE consists of
about 1,851 maximum and minimum temperature values collected from the
National Polytechnic Institute of Mexico and National Meteorological System.
SDSS dataset contains 10,136 Right Ascension and Declination coordinates of
stars and galaxies. SDSS dataset used in the experiments is a subset of SDSS
Data Release 7 (DR7), which includes a huge collection of more than 6 mil-
lion stars, 8 million galaxies, and 4,500 quasars [3]. The International Surface
Pressure Databank (ISPD) dataset consists of 108,015 values of sea level pres-
sure and surface pressure, which is the world’s largest collection of pressure
observations [2].
All the datasets are normalized to have a domain of [0,1000] on every di-
mension. For each point z in any dataset, an uncertain object o is created, whose
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Figure 4.7: Precision with increasing p (D = 100,  = 10, l = 10, nbounds =
10, r = 3, and p is selected in such a way that approximately 0.5 % outliers
are returned by all the algorithms.)
uncertainty is given by the Gaussian distribution with mean z and standard de-
viation  in all the dimensions.
4.6.2 Accuracy
Firstly, experiments are performed to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed ap-
proaches. Since there are no known approaches for the distance-based outlier
detection on uncertain data, the deterministic distance-based outlier detection
approach given by Knorr et al. in [65] is used as a baseline. Since the outliers
are not known, for both the synthetic and the real datasets, the baseline approach
is used to determine the outliers on the original datasets. The results obtained
from the baseline approach are used as the ground truth. In order to judge the ac-
curacy of the proposed approaches, the precision and recall are measured on the
perturbed dataset for the baseline approach and the proposed approaches. The
precision is defined as the ability of the algorithm to present only true outliers.
The recall is defines as the ability of the algorithm to present all true outliers.
In order to compute the precision and recall, the #D-neighbors are computed
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Figure 4.8: Recall with increasing p (D = 100,  = 10, l = 10, nbounds = 10,
r = 3, and p is selected in such a way that approximately 0.5 % outliers are
returned by all the algorithms.)
for the outliers returned by each of the approach used in the experiments. The
outliers are then listed in an increasing order of their #D-neighbors for the
computation of their precision and recall. The perturbed dataset is obtained by
adding normal random numbers with zero mean and standard deviation p to
each of the tuple values of the original dataset. The p was varied from 10
to 30 (with a step of 5) to generate perturbed datasets of five different levels.
Experiments show that the proposed approaches are superior than the baseline
approach, since they do not degrade quite as much with increasing uncertainty.
Unless specified, the following parameter values are used for the experi-
ments in this subsection: D = 100,  = 10, p = 20, l = 10, nbounds = 10,
r = 3, and p is selected in such a way that the baseline approach and the
proposed approaches return approximately 0.5% outliers.
Firstly the precision-recall trade-off curves are presented for the different
datasets. In all the graphs in Fig. 4.6, the trade-off curves are higher for the
proposed approaches, showing the higher precision and recall of the proposed
approaches. In Figs. 4.6b and 4.6c, the precision-recall curves are somewhat
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closer for all three approaches due to the presence of obvious outliers in these
datasets. Addition of perturbation could not change a lot of outliers in these
datasets. Yet the recall, i.e. the number of true outliers retrieved, of the proposed
approaches is better than the baseline approach in both the datasets. The number
of false positive outliers returned by the baseline approach in Figs. 4.6a and 4.6d
is very large. This can be observed from the very low precision of the trade-off
curves of the baseline approach. On the other hand, the trade-off curves for
the proposed approaches are far higher, which shows the higher accuracy of the
proposed approaches.
The precision of the proposed approaches is also tested with increasing level
of uncertainty. From Fig. 4.7, it is clear that the precision falls with increasing
uncertainty level. Moreover, the precision results for the proposed approaches
are superior than the results of the baseline approach for all the uncertainty lev-
els in Fig. 4.7. Furthermore, the difference between the baseline approach and
the proposed approaches increases with increasing uncertainty. Please note the
sharp decrease in precision in Fig.4.7d. Since the dataset of Fig. 4.7d is very
large and dense, addition of even low level of perturbation produced a lot of
false positive outliers in case of the baseline approach. On the other hand, the
proposed approaches produced better precisions for all the datasets. Similar re-
sults are illustrated for recall in Fig. 4.8. In all four plots of Fig. 4.8, the recall
is somewhat consistent with increasing uncertainty level for the proposed ap-
proaches. Which proves that the proposed approaches are capable of retrieving
true outliers, even from the noisy data.
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Figure 4.9: Naive vs. proposed Approaches
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Table 4.2: Standard error percentage in execution times
Naive UDB(CG) UDB(BG)
N
Avg.Exec.
Time(s)
Std.
Error(%)
Avg.Exec.
Time(s)
Std.
Error(%)
Avg.Exec.
Time(s)
Std.
Error(%)
1000 918.355 0.00038 0.13433 0.40520 0.15967 0.34092
2000 3236.21 0.00248 0.43133 0.12619 0.424 0
3000 7622.91 9.44E-05 1.34 0 0.48833 0.05573
4000 13460.5 0.00020 71.4207 0.00101 1.01167 0.02690
5000 17493.9 0.00031 88.9793 0.00061 0.68666 0.03964
4.6.3 Efficiency
In this subsection, experiments are conducted to evaluate efficiency of the pro-
posed outlier detection approaches presented in sections 4.3 and 4.4. The time
taken by the Naive approach is too high. It takes several hours even on the
smallest sample (of 5000 tuples) of the synthetic dataset as can be observed
from Fig. 4.9. On the other hand, the proposed approaches, i.e., the UDB(CG)
and the UDB(BG) are several times faster than the Naive approach. Note that the
UDB(BG) approach require far less time to detect outliers than the UDB(CG),
since the computation of #D-neighbors in the UDB(BG) is far less expensive
than the UDB(CG) due to the reasons discussed in Sec. 4.4.
As stated previously, each experiment is performed 3 times and the average
values are used in the graphs. Besides, error bars are also used in the graphs,
showing the standard error in the execution time measurements of each ap-
proach. However, due to very small standard error in the execution times, it
is not visible in the figures. Hence for the Fig. 4.9, we have used a table to
present the average execution times and the standard error percentages used to
plot the graphs in Fig. 4.9. Due to the usage of dedicated computers for the
experiments, the deviations in execution times is very small as can be observed
from Table 4.2. Hence, in the rest of the experiments only figures are used for
the evaluation of the proposed approaches.
Graphs in Fig. 4.10 show the effect of varying cell lengths on the execution
times of the proposed approaches. The smaller cell lengths l require the lower
execution times and vice versa, which can be observed from Fig. 4.10, specially
the UDB(BG) curves. Smaller l values are good for cell pruning as they result
in tighter bounds, however very small l increases the number of cells in the grid
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Figure 4.10: Varying parameter l (D = 100,  = 10, nbounds = 10, r = 2,
p = 0:998)
exponentially and the time required for the bounds computation. On the other
hand, larger l values result in looser bounds and hence reduce the cell pruning
capability. Moreover, as the number of dimensions d increases, the number of
grid cells increases exponentially. Therefore, smaller l values are recommended
for lower dimensions and relatively larger values are recommended for higher
dimensions. Furthermore if can be observed from the graphs in Fig. 4.10 that
the UDB(BG) approach is more efficient than the UDB(CG) approach. The
sharp increase of the UDB(BG) curves at cell length 1 is due to the exponential
increase in the number of cells in grid.
Next, experiments are performed by varying the dataset objects’ uncertainty
which is denoted by . As  increases, the uncertainty of the dataset objects
also increases. This increase in uncertainty results in smaller Pr(oi; oj; D) val-
ues even if oi and oj are located nearby. Hence the number of distance func-
tion evaluations required increases for un-pruned objects during the processing
of un-pruned objects, which results in higher execution times as can be ob-
served from Fig. 4.11. However in Fig. 4.11b, the fall in execution time of
the UDB(CG) curve is due to the decrease in number of un-pruned objects. In
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Figure 4.11: Varying object’s uncertainty  (D = 100, l = 10, nbounds = 10,
r = 2, p = 0:998)
our proposed approaches, the main execution cost lies in the processing of un-
pruned objects (This phenomenon is discussed in Fig. 4.16). Hence the decrease
in the execution time of the UDB(CG) curve is due to the decrease in number of
un-pruned objects with the increase in the dataset objects’ uncertainty.
Fig. 4.12 shows the effect of varying the distance parameter D. Increase in
D results in an increase in D-neighbours of dataset objects. As a result, objects
are more easily pruned as inliers, bringing down execution time of the overall
algorithm for larger values of D. Unusual curves in Fig. 4.12d is due to the
variation in the number of un-pruned objects for D = 100 and D = 120.
In Fig. 4.13, the number of outliers are varied by varying the parameter p.
As can be observed from the graphs in Fig. 4.13, increase in p results in decrease
in execution times of the algorithms. This is due to the fact that increase in p,
results in decrease of the threshold value . Hence the dataset objects are pruned
more easily, bringing down the algorithm execution time. Unusual curves in
Fig. 4.13d is again due to the variation in the number of un-pruned objects for
p = 0:998. In experiments, the number of un-pruned objects are quite small or
even zero for some parameter values, resulting in dramatic decrease in execution
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Figure 4.12: Varying parameter D (l = 10,  = 10, nbounds = 10, r = 2,
p = 0:998)
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Figure 4.13: Varying parameter p (D = 100, l = 10,  = 10, nbounds = 10,
r = 2)
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times of the algorithms, while in some experiments the number of un-pruned
objects are quite large for some parameter values, resulting in sharp increase in
the execution times of the algorithms.
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Figure 4.14: Cell-based pruning
Next we present some graphs discussing the effect of different pruning ap-
proaches for both the proposed approaches i.e., the UDB(CG) and the UDB(BG).
Fig. 4.14a shows the percentage of objects pruned by the cell-based approach
for different datasets. From the figure, it is very clear that the cell-based ap-
proach is very effective and capable of pruning more than 95% of the dataset
objects in all the datasets. Fig. 4.14b shows the percentage of the execution
time taken by the cell-based approach by the different datasets.
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Figure 4.15: Object-wise pruning
Fig. 4.15 shows the percentage of objects pruned and the time required,
respectively by the object-wise pruning approach. Since the object-wise prun-
ing approach is executed after the cell-based pruning approach, it is capable of
pruning very small percentage of object. Fig. 4.16a shows the percentage of
un-pruned objects. Since the un-pruned objects require exact #D-neighbors
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evaluation, which is computationally very expensive, the percentage of algo-
rithms’ time required by both the approaches is quite high, as can be observed
from Fig. 4.16b. Although the percentage of un-pruned objects is very small and
the percentages of objects pruned by the cell-based and the object-wise pruning
approaches is quite large, however the percentage of time taken by the prun-
ing approaches is quite small as compared to the un-pruned objects’ processing
time.
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Figure 4.16: Un-pruned objects’ processing
Next, we perform experiments by varying the number of dimensions d. We
varied the number of dimensions from 2 to 5 with a step of 1. For this experi-
ment, dataset UG of size 500 tuples is used. As d increases the number of cells
in the grid increases exponentially and the memory and the processing time
required to hold and process the large number of cells, respectively increases
dramatically. Therefore, the proposed cell-based approach is not much effective
for the high-dimensional data as can be observed from Fig. 4.17. Moreover,
from Fig. 4.17 we can observe that as the number of d increases, the differ-
ence in execution times of the Naive approach and the CUDB(CG) approach
decreases. This is due to the fact that with the increase in d, objects get sparse
and their #D-neighbors become very small. Hence, the cell-based approach
can not prune objects in higher dimensional data resulting in an increase in un-
pruned objects. For very high d, none of the objects is pruned by the cell-based
approach and the cell-based approach become as expensive as that of the Naive
approach.
We also performed experiments by varying the number of dimensions d and
the parameterD in parallel. In the experiments shown in Fig. 4.17, parameterD
was kept constant, due to which the number of outliers increases dramatically
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Figure 4.17: Vary dimensions d (N = 500,D = 100, l = 10,  = 10, nbounds =
10, r = 2 and p = 0:997)
with the increase in d. With the increase in d, objects get sparse and the pa-
rameterD must be increased accordingly to find the limited number of outliers.
Hence in Fig. 4.18, we increased the parameter D with the increase in d, in
proportion to the average distance between the dataset objects. By doing so, we
obtained almost same percentage of outliers from all the dimensions. Moreover,
the execution times of all the approaches fall dramatically as can be observed
from Fig. 4.18. In addition, the difference between the execution times of the
Naive approach and the CUDB(CG) approach continues to decrease with the
increase in d. This is mainly due to the exponential increase in the number of
cells with the increase in d, whose processing require a major percentage of the
overall algorithm execution time.
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Figure 4.18: Vary dimensions d and parameter D (N = 500, l = 10,  = 10,
nbounds = 10, r = 2 and p = 0:997)
Finally, Fig. 4.19 compares the pre-computation times of the CUDB(CG)
and the CUDB(BG) approaches. Since the CUDB(CG) approach needs to com-
pute two types of bounds, i.e., Pr(;D) values for cell bounds and object-
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Figure 4.19: Pre-computation time
wise bounds, the pre-computation cost of the CUDB(CG) is higher than the
CUDB(BG). Furthermore, the pre-computation time increases with the increase
in number of dataset’s dimensions. This is due to the fact that the distance
probability computation Pr(oi; oj; D), which is required for pre-computation,
becomes expensive with the increase in dimensions.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, two approaches of distance-based outlier detection on uncertain
datasets are proposed. Firstly a cell-based approach of distance-based outlier
detection on uncertain objects following the conventional Gaussian uncertainty
is proposed. Secondly an approximate cell-based approach of outlier detection
using the bounded Gaussian uncertainty is proposed to increase the efficiency
of outlier detection. Experiments prove that the accuracy of the proposed UDB
outlier detection approaches (UDB(CG) and UDB(BG)) is far higher than the
baseline algorithm. The cell-based pruning is quite effective and is able to
prune more than 95% objects in almost all the experiments, due to which the
UDB(CG) and the UDB(BG) are several times faster than the Nave approach.
In addition the UDB(BG) saves a lot more computation time than the UDB(CG)
at a small loss of accuracy.

Chapter 5
Tok-k Outlier Detection on
Uncertain Data
The main goal of the research in this chapter is to find top-k distance-based
outliers or in other words to obtain k strongest outliers along with their rank-
ing from uncertain datasets. In the outlier detection approach presented in
chapter 4 and in other existing works on outlier detection from uncertain data
[13, 60, 77, 112], an object can be either classified as outlier or inlier. Since
there is no universally agreed definition of outliers, different algorithms return
different outliers depending upon the combination of parameter values. Some
combinations return a very few while others return a lot of outliers. More-
over, no outlier ranking is available and users are unable to differentiate between
strong and weak outliers. Hence in this chapter we present a top-k approach of
distance-based outlier detection on uncertain data.
5.1 Overview
Existing algorithms on outlier detection from uncertain data [13, 60, 77, 112]
can only perform binary classification, i.e., they can either classify an object
as an inlier or an outlier. However, end users are usually interested in strong
outliers and their ranking. Hence in this work, we present a top-k approach of
distance-based outliers.
To obtain the top-k distance-based outliers from uncertain datasets efficiently
we have proposed a novel data structure, PC-list (populated-cells list). The PC-
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list is a sorted list of non-empty cells of a d-dimensional grid, where grid is
used to index data objects [80]. Using PC-list, the top-k outlier detection algo-
rithm needs to consider only a fraction of the dataset objects and hence quickly
identifies candidate objects for top-k outliers. Finally exact outlier score (#D-
neighbors) is computed for each candidate object to find the top-k outliers and
their ranking. Furthermore, two approximate top-k outlier detection algorithms
are presented in this work to increase the efficiency of the top-k outlier detec-
tion algorithm. The first approximate algorithm, approximates only the candi-
date objects’ #D-neighbors. According to our distance probability function,
major contribution in #D-neighbors computation of an object is made by the
nearer objects. Hence the first approximate algorithm, approximates the candi-
date objects’#D-neighbors computation by considering only the objects which
can affect the #D-neighbors in a dramatic way. The second approximate algo-
rithm makes use of the bounded Gaussian uncertainty to increase the efficiency
of the top-k outlier detection algorithm. The exact top-k outlier detection ap-
proach is denoted by kUDB(CG) and the approximate approaches are denoted
by kUDB(Approx) and kUDB(BG), respectively in the rest of the dissertation.
5.2 Problem Formulation
Since the focus of this work is the detection of top-k distance-based outliers
from uncertain data and to obtain their ranking, the definition 4.2 of distance-
based outlier detection on uncertain data given in chapter 4 can be modified for
the top-k outliers as follows.
Definition 5.1 The top-k distance-based outliers are the k uncertain objects in
the dataset GDB for which the expected number of objects oi 2 GDB lying
within their D-distance (#D-neighbors) is smallest.
The objects that lie within the D-distance of oi are called its D-neighbors,
and the set of the D-neighbors of oi and the number of D-neighbours are de-
noted by DN(oi) and #D-neighbors(oi) or #D(oi), respectively. In order to
find the top-k distance-based outliers in GDB, the #D-neighbors of candidate
outlier objects needs to be computed which requires the computation of dis-
tance probability. This distance probability is computed using the difference
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between two uncertain objects, which is given by another distribution known as
the Gaussian difference distribution [114].
Let
 !Ai and  !Aj be two independent d-dimensional normal random vectors
with means  !i = (i;1; :::; i;d)T and  !j = (j;1; :::; j;d)T and diagonal covari-
ance matricesi = diag(2i;1; :::; 
2
i;d) andj = diag(
2
j;1;...; 
2
j;d), respectively.
Then j !Ai    !Ajj = N ( !i    !j ;i + j) [114]. Let Pr(oi; oj; D) denotes the
probability that oj 2 DN(oi). Then,
Pr(oi; oj; D) =
Z
R
N ( !i   !j ;i + j)d !A ; (5.1)
where R is a sphere with centre ( !i   !j) and radius D. Please refer to 4.1 for
the 2-dimensional derivation for Pr(oi; oj; D). Pr(oi; oj; D) expressions for
higher dimensions can be derived using Eq. 5.1.
This work assumes that the attributes of uncertain objects are independent
and the uncertainty of objects (standard deviation) is uniform in all dimensions,
hence i;1 = j;1 = i;2 = j;2 = , and let 2 = 21 + 
2
2. This results in
a non-correlated diagonal covariance matrices, i.e., i = diag(2i;1; 
2
i;2) and
j = diag(
2
j;1; 
2
j;2) for the distance probability expression, Pr(oi; oj; D). On
the other hand, if the attributes of uncertain objects are dependent there ex-
ists a correlation between them and it results in a correlated covariance matrix.
Appendix B shows that the series of transformations is always possible to find
alternative coordinates of an object, which eliminates the correlation among an
object’s coordinates. Hence resulting in a diagonal covariance matrix whose
variance is uniform in all dimensions, which is consistent with the proposed
probability function. Thus the proposed solution is equally applicable for the
objects whose attributes are correlated. In the light of above assumptions, the
2-dimensional expression for Pr(oi; oj; D) is given as follows.
Pr(oi; oj; D) =
1
42
Z D
0
Z 2
0
exp
 1
42
 
r2   2r cos  + 2 r d dr:
(5.2)
Note that Pr(oi; oj; D) only depends on 2 and not on the coordinates of
oi and oj . Hence Pr(oi; oj; D) is denoted by Pr(;D) when there is no con-
fusion, where  denotes the ordinary euclidean distance between the means of
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uncertain objects. Computing this probability is usually very costly, and needs
to be avoided as much as possible during the computation of outliers.
The Naive approach of the top-k outlier detection given in Algorithm 5.1
uses Nested-loop. In order to find whether an object oi 2 GDB is a top-k
outlier, its #D-neighbours (#D(oi)) are computed. Computation of #D(oi)
for an object oi 2 GDB requires N expensive distance probability evaluations.
During the computation of #D(oi), if it becomes greater than threshold , oi
is an inlier and the computation of #D(oi) is stopped. On the other hand, if
#D(oi) is less than or equal to , oi is added to the candidate list of outliers
Cobj , along with its #D-neighbours. The Cobj is kept sorted in ascending order
of #D-neighbours and the k objects in it with the lowest #D-neighbours are
selected as outliers. In the worst case, this approach requiresO(N2) evaluations
of the costly distance probability, which is computationally very expensive.
Algorithm 5.1: kUDB Outlier Detection: Naive Approach
Input: GDB, D, k
Output: Top-k Distance-based Outliers
1: N  jGDBj,   1, Cobj  
2: for each oi in GDB do
3: #D(oi) 0; (#D-neighbours of oi)
4: for each oj in GDB do
5: #D(oi)+ = Pr(oi; oj; D);
6: if #D(oi) >  then GOTO next oi;
7: end for
8: Insert oi and its #D(oi) into Cobj (Keep Cobj sorted of #D(oi));
9: if jCobjj > k then
10: Set  = #D(o0), where o0 is the kth object in Cobj;
11: Remove all o00 2 Cobj , such that #D(o00) > ;
12: end if
13: end for
14: return Cobj;
5.3 PC-list-based Outlier Detection
The Naive approach requires a lot of computation time to detect top-k outliers
even from a small dataset due to the costly distance probability calculation. To
overcome this problem a populated-cells list (PC-list) based approach of the top-
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Figure 5.1: Cell layers and bounds
k distance-based outlier detection is proposed. PC-list is an array of non-empty
cells of a d-dimensional grid, where the grid is used to index the dataset objects.
The PC-list helps in the detection of top-k distance-based outliers by identifying
the grid cells containing candidate outliers.
Lemma 5.1 Let oi; oj 2 GDB be two d-dimensional uncertain data objects
following the Gaussian distribution and  denotes an ordinary Euclidean dis-
tance between the means of oi and oj . Then for t 2 R, denoting the number of
standard deviations required to enclose a large probability (say > 99%) of a
d-dimensional Gaussian difference distribution, following statements hold.
1. If   D   t0; P r(oi; oj; D)  1.
2. If   D + t0; P r(oi; oj; D)  0.
where 0 is the standard deviation of the Gaussian difference distribution in
any one dimension (assuming that the standard deviation is uniform in all the
dimensions).
Proof. See Appendix C.
5.3.1 Grid (G) Structure
In order to find the top-k distance-based outliers from uncertain dataset using
the PC-list, mean of each object in GDB is quantized to a d-dimensional grid
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G that is partitioned into cells of length l (The cell length is discussed in Sec.
4.3.5). Let C 1;:::; d be any cell in G, where positive integers  1; :::;  d denote
the cell indices. The layers (L1; :::; Ln) of C 1;:::; d 2 G are the neighbouring
cells of C 1;:::; d , as shown in Fig. 5.1 and are derived as follows.
L1(C 1;:::; d) = fCx1;:::;xd jx1 =  1  1; :::; xd =  d  1; Cx1;:::;xd 6= C 1;:::; dg:
L2(C 1;:::; d) = fCx1;:::;xd jx1 =  1  2;
:::; xd =  d  2; Cx1;:::;xd =2 L1(C 1;:::; d); Cx1;:::;xd 6= C 1;:::; dg:
L3(C 1;:::; d); :::; Ln(C 1;:::; d) are derived in a similar way. We will use C
to denote C 1;:::; d when there is no confusion.
Let RD t(C) denotes a region formed by
j
D t
l
p
d
  1
k
neighbouring layers
of C 2 G as shown in Fig. 5.2. The region RD t(C) is chosen in such a
way that for each oi 2 C and oj 2 RD t(C), Pr(oi; oj; D)  1. Similarly
RD+t(C) denotes a region formed by

D+t
l

neighbouring layers of cell C 2
G as shown in Fig. 5.1. Region RD+t(C) is chosen in such a way that for each
oi 2 C and oj =2 RD+t(C), Pr(oi; oj; D) approaches zero.
5.3.2 PC-list Structure
Populated-cells list (PC-list) is an array of non-empty cells of a d-dimensional
grid. Let N(C) be the number of objects in C, and ND t(C) is the number of
objects within cells in region RD t(C) (including C itself). Then the PC-list
(PC) is a sorted list containing N(C) and ND t(C) for each non-empty cell
C 2 G as shown in Fig. 5.2. The tuples in the PC-list are sorted in an ascending
order ofND t(C) column. The idea behind sorting is that outliers tend to exist
in sparse regions. Sorting tuples in the PC-list, lets us identify cells with few
number of neighbouring objects or cells in sparse regions.
The PC-list constructed in such a way that the majority of cells at the top of
the PC-list contain candidate outlier objects. To prune the cells in the PC-list
which cannot contain top-k outliers, cell bounds are computed. In practise, only
small percentage of cells at the top of the PC-list require bounds computation.
Rest of the cells are pruned as inlier cells i.e., the cells containing only inlier
objects or the cells which do not contain the top-k outliers.
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Figure 5.2: PC-list building
5.3.3 Cell Bounds
In order to identify cellsC 2 PC, containing only inliers or candidate top-k out-
liers, their bounds on the #D-neighbours are used. A cell C can be pruned as
an inlier cell if the minimum#D-neighbours for any object in C is greater than
threshold  ( is discussed shortly). Similarly a cell can be identified as contain-
ing top-k outliers (candidate outlier cell) if the maximum #D-neighbours for
any object in C is less than . Since the Gaussian distribution is unbounded,
Pr(oi; oj; D) is always greater than zero for oi; oj 2 GDB. Therefore all
the cells in the PC-list need to be considered for the computation of bounds
of C 2 PC. To compute cell bounds, the minimum and the maximum ordi-
nary Euclidean distances between cells are required. Beside this, object count
of each C 2 PC and Pr(;D) values for  ranging from the minimum to the
maximum ordinary Euclidean distances between cells in G are also required.
The Pr(;D) values are precomputed and stored in a look-up table to be used
by the top-k outlier detection algorithm.
Distance between Cells
Let Cp and Cq are two cells in PC with indices  p1; :::;  pd and  q1; :::;  qd re-
spectively. Let min(Cp; Cq) and max(Cp; Cq) denote the minimum and the
maximum ordinary Euclidean distances between Cp and Cq respectively. Dis-
tance between Cp and Cq depends on their positions in the grid G and can be
derived as follows.
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min(Cp; Cq) = l  (
dX
s=1
2min;s)
1=2 (5.3)
where min;s =
8>>><>>>:
 ps   ( qs + 1)  ps >  qs
( ps + 1)   qs  ps <  qs
 ps    qs  ps =  qs
max(Cp; Cq) = l  (
dX
s=1
2max;s)
1=2 (5.4)
where max;s =
8<:( ps + 1)   qs  ps   qs ps   ( qs + 1)  ps <  qs
Now the bounds for the PC-list cells can be obtained using pre-computed
Pr(;D) values and the information available in the PC-list. LetLB(Pr(Cp; Cq))
and UB(Pr(Cp; Cq)) denote Pr(;D) values at minimum   max(Cp; Cq)
and maximum   min(Cp; Cq), respectively. Then for a C 2 PC, its lower
bound LB(C) and upper bound UB(C) are defined as follows.
LB(C) =
X
C02PC
LB(Pr(C;C 0))N(C 0): (5.5)
UB(C) =
X
C02PC
UB(Pr(C;C 0))N(C 0): (5.6)
Since the major contribution in the bounds for C 2 PC is done by the cells
in region RD+t(C), the bounds for C 2 PC can be redefined to reduce the
number of pre computations and the bounds computation time, as follows.
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LB(C) =
X
C02fPC\RD+t(C)g
LB(Pr(C;C 0))N(C 0): (5.7)
UB(C) =
X
C02fPC\RD+t(C)g
UB(Pr(C;C 0))N(C 0)+
Pr(l
p
d(dD + t
l
e+ 1); D) (N  
X
C02fPC\RD+t(C)g
N(C 0)): (5.8)
Number of Pr(;D) Pre-computations
Since the bounds of C 2 PC are computed using the cells in region RD+t(C),
Pr(;D) values need to be computed only for the neighbouring layers within
D + t distance of a cell. For

D+t
l

neighbouring layers, we require 2dD+t
l
e
pre-computations. Two more pre-computations are required for the cell C itself
and the objects that lie greater than D + t distance of a cell. Hence the total
number of pre-computations of Pr(;D) required are only 2dD+t
l
e+ 2.
5.3.4 Candidate Outlier Cells Detection
Using the bounds discussed in Sec. 5.3.3, a cell can be pruned as an inlier cell
i.e., a cell containing only inlier objects or can be identified as containing top-
k outlier candidates. Let Ccell is a list for holding candidate outlier cells from
PC-list, sorted in ascending order of UB(C). Let Ck 2 Ccell is a cell with the
minimum upper bound containing the kth object. A C 2 PC is a candidate
outlier cell whenever
P
C02Ccell N(C
0) < k or LB(C)  , where  = UB(Ck)
denotes the threshold.
For aC 2 PC, ifLB(C) > ,C cannot contain any of the top-k outliers and
can be pruned. On the other hand, if LB(C)  , C may contain top-k outliers.
C is added to Ccell, such that Ccell remain sorted of its UB(C) attribute. Set
 = UB(Ck) and remove C 0 from Ccell, such that LB(C 0) > , as they cannot
contain the top-k outliers.
Stopping Condition: The PC-list is scanned from top for candidate outlier
cells. During the scanning, if a C 0 2 PC is found such that Pr(D   t;D) 
ND t(C 0) > , which is a lower bound on #D-neighbours of C 0, C 0 can-
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not contain top-k outliers and can be pruned. Since the PC-list is sorted of
ND t(C), any cell after C 0 must have ND t(C)  ND t(C 0). Hence the
lower bound of C 2 PC after C 0 must be greater than or equal to the lower
bound of C 0 2 PC and cannot contain top-k outliers. Hence the PC-list scan-
ning can be stopped at this point.
Algorithm 5.2: kUDB Outlier Detection: PC-list Approach
Input: GDB, D, l, k
Output: Top-k Distance-based Outliers
1: N  jGDBj,   1;
2: Ccell  , Cobj  ; (Candidate outlier cells list and top-k candidate
outlier objects list respectively)
3: Map each o 2 GDB to an appropriate cell C of grid G;
4: Create PC-list PC, using non-empty cells of G;
5: Sort PC w.r.t. ND t(C) column;
/*Searching candidate outlier cells*/
6: for each C in jPCj do
7: /*Stopping condition*/
8: if ND t(C) Pr(D   t;D) >  then Exit for loop.
9: Compute LB(C) and UB(C);
10: if LB(C)   then
11: Add C to Ccell (keep Ccell sorted of UB(C) attribute);
12: if Ccell contains  k objects then
13: Set  = UB(Ck), such that Ck contain the kth object;
14: Remove all C from Ccell, such that LB(C) > ;
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
/*Calculating #D-neighbors(o) of candidate top-k outliers*/
18: The computation of #D-neighbors(o) is similar to that of the Naive
approach. The only difference between the Naive algorithm and in this
algorithm is that in this algorithm, #D-neighbors(o) are computed for the
candidate objects in Ccell only, however in the Naive case, all the objects in
the dataset are considered for the computation of #D-neighbors.
5.3.5 The kUDB(CG) and the kUDB(Approx) Algorithms
In this section, we present two algorithms to detect top-k distance-based out-
liers from uncertain datasets. The first algorithm (kUDB(CG)) computes ac-
curate #D-neighbours for all the un-pruned objects, however the second algo-
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rithm (kUDB(Approx)) approximates the #D-neighbours to reduce the algo-
rithm computation cost. In Sec. 5.4, we will present another approximate top-k
algorithm using the bounded Gaussian uncertainty (kUDB(BG)).
The kUDB(CG) Algorithm
The Algorithm 5.2 first maps dataset objects to appropriate grid cells and creates
the PC-list in lines 4 and 5 respectively. Since the PC-list is sorted in the ascend-
ing order of its ND t(C) column, it guarantees that cells in the sparse regions
of the grid G are at the top of the PC-list. Hence the candidate outlier cells are
expected to be at the top of the list. We scan the PC-list and add the candidate
outlier cells in Ccell until the stopping condition on line 8 becomes true. The
number of objects inCcell may be greater than k, hence their#D-neighbours are
computed to find the top-k outliers and their ranking. The object is then added
to the Cobj (set of candidate outlier objects) along with its #D-neighbors(o).
The objects in Cobj are sorted in ascending order of #D-neighbors(o) column.
As the kth object’s #D-neighbors(o) is found, threshold  is set (refer line 13
of Algorithm 5.2). During the calculation of #D-neighbors(o), if for some o0,
#D-neighbors(o’) becomes greater than , then o0 can not be among the top-k
outliers and is removed from further consideration.
The kUDB(Approx) Algorithm
In the kUDB(CG) algorithm, the minimum number of distance probability com-
putations required for the evaluation of k #D-neighbors(o) is kN , however the
candidate outlier objects which require the evaluation of#D-neighbors(o), may
be greater that k. When the distance probability is expensive to compute (as in
our case), computation of even k #D-neighbors(o) is very expensive. Accord-
ing to our distance probability function, the major contribution in the evaluation
of #D-neighbors(o) is done by the nearer objects. Hence #D-neighbors(o)
for each un-pruned o can be approximated with high accuracy by considering
objects only within D + t distance of o according to Lemma 5.1, rather than
considering all the objects in dataset. It saves a lot of computation time. Rest of
the algorithm is same as that of the accurate top-k algorithm.
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Maximum Approximation Error: For any o 2 GDB, maximum approxi-
mation error ("max) happens if all the o0 2 GDB n o are at a distance slightly
greater than D + t from o. Hence "max = (N   1)  Pr(D + t + ;D),
where  2 R is a very small real value to make distance greater than D + t.
For example for t = 9, d = 2 andN = 105 objects, "max  10 5. "max depends
mainly on t. In practice t  3 gives sufficiently accurate #D-neighbors(o) for
d = 2 and 3. For higher d values, we need to increase t value according to
Lemma 5.1.
5.3.6 Complexity Analysis
We will first analyse the complexity of the top-k algorithm for the 2D case.
Lines 1 and 2 contain only the initializations of variables. Since there are N
objects in the dataset GDB, line 3 takes O(N) time. Line 4 takes O(m) time,
where m  N is the total number of populated cells in the cell-grid. Sorting
m cells in the PC-list in line 5 takes O(mlog(m)) time. The main loop of the
algorithm in lines 6-17 is executed for all the cells in the PC-list in the worst
case. The loop computes the lower and upper cell bounds, each of which takes
O(m) time because the cell bounds computation require the contribution of all
the cells in the PC-list. Keeping the Ccell sorted in Line 11 takes O(m) time in
the worst case. Lines 13 and 14 within the loop takes at-mostO(m) each. Hence
the overall loop takes O(m2) time. Finally, computation of the #D-neighbours
in Line 18 takes O(nN) time, where n N is the number of candidate objects
for the top-k outliers. Thus, the average case time complexity of the kUDB
outlier detection algorithm in 2D is O(nN + m2). In the worst case, none of
the objects is pruned by the cell and PC-list based pruning, hence the worst
case time complexity of the kUDB(CG) outlier detection algorithm in 2D is
O(N2 +m2).
However, in the kUDB(CG) algorithm, the major cost lies in the evaluation
of #D-neighbours of the candidate outlier objects (Line 18). This cost is so
high that it hides the cost of the rest of the algorithm. This is due to the expen-
sive distance probability computation between uncertain objects. Therefore, we
give the kUDB(CG) algorithm complexity in terms of the number of distance
probability evaluations. Hence the average case and the worst case time com-
plexities of the kUDB(CG) outlier detection algorithm in 2D are O(nN) and
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O(N2), respectively.
Since the kUDB(Approx) approach considers objects only withinD+t dis-
tance of the candidate outlier objects for the computation of their#D-neighbours,
the average case and the worst case time complexities of the kUDB(Approx)
outlier detection algorithm in 2D are O(nN 00) and O(N2), respectively; where
N 00  N is the number of objects that lie within D + t distance of the candi-
date objects. In the kUDB(Approx) algorithm, the worst case time complexity
assumes that none of the objects is pruned by the cell and PC-list based pruning
and all the dataset objects lie within D + t distance of the candidate outlier
objects.
The complexities of the proposed algorithms do not change with the increase
in dimensions d, as long as only the number of the distance probability computa-
tions are considered for the computation of algorithms’ complexities. Although
with the increase in d, the number of grid cells increases exponentially, yet the
cost of the evaluation of the #D-neighbours for the candidate outlier objects
remains dominant and hence the complexities remain same as discussed above
for higher dimensional case.
From the above analysis, it is evident that the computational complexity of
the proposed algorithms is lower than the Naive algorithm, which is O(N2) in
terms of the distance probability computations. Hence the execution times of the
proposed algorithms is far lower than the Naive algorithm. However, with the
increase in d, the distance probability computation between uncertain objects
becomes very expensive and it becomes impractical to detect outliers using the
proposed approach from very high dimensional data.
5.4 PC-list-based Outlier Detection using the
Bounded Gaussian Uncertainty
Approximating the Gaussian uncertainty by the bounded Gaussian uncertainty
enables an approximate but more efficient outlier detection. According to this
paper’s assumption, attributes of uncertain objects follow the Gaussian distribu-
tion. Therefore according to the 3-sigma rule there is a 95:45% chance that un-
certain objects’ attribute values lie within 2 standard deviations of the observed
values and 99:73% chance that the values lie within 3 standard deviations of the
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observed values [88]. Hence the conventional Gaussian distribution can be nor-
malized within certain boundaries to increase the efficiency of the top-k outlier
detection at a small cost of accuracy.
Given a two dimensional conventional Gaussian function g !A(x1; x2) with
mean  ! = (1; 2) and co-variance matrix  = diag(2; 2), the bounded
Gaussian distribution f !A(x1; x2) can be defined following the practise of Tao et
al. [108], as follows.
f !A(x1; x2) =
8<:
g !A (x1;x2)R
(x1;x2)2o:ur g !A (x1;x2)dx1dx2
(x1; x2) 2 o:ur
0 otherwise
(5.9)
where o:ur denotes the uncertainty region of the bounded Gaussian distribution.
This work assumes that the uncertainty region is a sphere with centre (1; 2)
and radius r = t (t is discussed in Lemma 5.1).
By bounding the Gaussian uncertainty, a cell can be pruned by simply count-
ing the number of objects in its neighbouring cells. Moreover the major cost of
outlier detection, that is, the processing of un-pruned objects also reduces sig-
nificantly. This is because, with the bounded Gaussian uncertainty, the outlier
detection algorithm needs to consider limited number of objects for the compu-
tation of an object’s#D-neighbors rather than all the objects in the dataset. For
details on the bounded Gaussian uncertainty, please refer Sec. 4.4.
5.4.1 Grid (G) and PC-list Structures for the Bounded
Gaussian
In order to identify distance-based outliers using the PC-list, mean of each object
in GDB is mapped to a d-dimensional space that is partitioned into cells of
length l (l is discussed in Sec. 4.3.5). Let C 1;:::; d be a cell in the Grid G, then
cells in region RD 2r(C 1;:::; d) are those which completely lie within D   2r
distance of the C 1;:::; d , including the C 1;:::; d itself. Let nD 2r =

D 2r
l
  1,
then the region RD 2r(C 1;:::; d) is derived as follows.
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RD 2r(C 1;:::; d) = fCx1;:::;xd jx1 =  1  nD 2r; :::; xd =  d  nD 2r;vuut dX
i=1
((xi + 1)l)2 < D   2r; Cx1;:::;xd 6= C 1;:::; d :
(5.10)
The number of cells in the region RD 2r(C 1;:::; d) vary depending upon
nD 2r. Note that the region RD 2r(C 1;:::; d) satisfies the following property.
Property 1: If Cx1;:::;xd 2 RD 2r(C 1;:::; d), then the objects oi 2 C 1;:::; d
and oj 2 Cx1;:::;xd are at most D   2r distance apart.
From property 1, the oi 2 C 1;:::; d and the oj 2 RD 2r(C 1;:::; d) are guar-
anteed to be D-neighbours mutually, hence the Pr(oi; oj; D) is always equal
to 1. Cells in region RD+2r(C 1;:::; d) are those which fall within D + 2r dis-
tance of the C 1;:::; d . Let nD+2r =

D+2r
l

, then the region RD+2r(C 1;:::; d) is
derived as follows.
RD+2r(C 1;:::; d) = fCx1;:::;xd jx1 =  1  nD+2r; :::; xd =  d  nD+2r;vuut dX
i=1
((xi   1)l)2 < D + 2r; Cx1;:::;xd =2 RD 2r(C 1;:::; d); Cx1;:::;xd 6= C 1;:::; d :
(5.11)
Note that the region RD 2r(C 1;:::; d) and the region RD+2r(C 1;:::; d) sat-
isfy the following property.
Property 2: If Cx1;:::;xd is neither in RD 2r(C 1;:::; d) nor in RD+2r(C 1;:::; d)
and Cx1;:::;xd 6= C 1;:::; d , then the objects oi 2 C 1;:::; d and oj 2 Cx1;:::;xd are
greater than D + 2r distance apart.
From property 2, it can be guaranteed that the oi 2 C 1;:::; d and oj 2
Cx1;:::;xd are greater than D + 2r distance apart, hence the Pr(oi; oj; D) is al-
ways equal to 0. In the following, C is used to denote C 1;:::; d when there is no
confusion.
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The PC-list structure for the bounded Gaussian is similar to that of the con-
ventional Gaussian (refer Sec. 5.3.2) except the column ND t(C). Instead of
N(C) and ND t(C), the PC-list contains N(C) and ND 2r(C) for each non-
empty cell of G. The tuples in the PC-list are sorted in an ascending order of
ND 2r(C) column.
5.4.2 Cell Bounds for the Bounded Gaussian
In order to identify cells C 2 PC, containing only inliers or candidate top-k
outliers, their bounds on the #D-neighbours are used. A cell C can be pruned
as an inlier cell if the minimum #D-neighbours for any object in C is greater
than threshold  ( is discussed in Sec. 5.3.4). Similarly a cell can be identified
as containing top-k outliers if the maximum#D-neighbours for any object in C
is less than . In case of the bounded Gaussian distribution, Pr(oi; oj; D) = 0
if the means of oi and oj are greater than D + 2r distance. Hence only cells
within regions RD 2r and RD+2r of a C 2 PC need to be considered for the
computation of its lower and upper bounds respectively.
Thus for a C 2 PC, its lower bound LB(C) and upper bound UB(C) are
defined as follows.
LB(C) =
X
C02fPC\RD 2r(C)g
N(C 0) (5.12)
UB(C) =
X
C02fPC\RD+2r(C)g
N(C 0) (5.13)
5.4.3 Candidate Outlier Cells Detection for the BoundedGaus-
sian
For the bounded Gaussian case, the procedure of candidate outlier cell detec-
tion is similar to that discussed in Sec. 5.3.4. However the stopping condition
is slightly different. During the scanning of PC-list, if a C 0 2 PC is found
such that ND 2r(C 0) > , which is a lower bound on #D-neighbors of C 0, C 0
cannot contain top-k outliers and can be pruned. Since the PC-list is sorted of
ND 2r(C), any cell after C 0 must have ND 2r(C)  ND 2r(C 0). Hence the
PC-list scanning can be stopped safely at this position.
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5.4.4 The kUDB(BG) Algorithm
Major part of the kUDB(BG) algorithm is same as that of the kUDB(CG) al-
gorithm (Algorithm 5.2). The main difference lies in the construction of the
PC-list and the computation of bounds as discussed in Secs. 5.4.1 and 5.4.2,
respectively. Moreover evaluation of the candidate outlier objects now only re-
quire objects withinD+2r distance of the target object rather than all the objects
in the dataset, bringing down the overall cost of execution.
5.4.5 Complexity Analysis
As discussed in Sec. 5.4.4, the major part of the kUDB(BG) algorithm is
same as that of the kUDB(CG) algorithm, the computational complexity of the
kUDB(BG) algorithm is also similar to that of the kUDB(CG) algorithm. Just
like the kUDB(CG) algorithm, the major cost of the top-k outlier detection lies
in the evaluation of the #D-neighbours of the candidate outlier objects. This
cost is so high that it hides the cost of the rest of the algorithm. This is due to
the expensive distance probability computation between the uncertain objects.
Therefore we give the complexities of the kUDB(BG) algorithm in terms of the
number of distance probability evaluations, which are O(nN 0) and O(N2) in
2-dimensional case, for the average case and the worst case respectively; where
n N is the number of candidate outlier objects and N 0  N is the number of
objects that lie withinD+2r distance of the candidate outlier objects. Although
the number of distance probability evaluations required for the processing of un-
pruned objects in the kUDB(BG) algorithm is far less than the kUDB(CG), its
worst case complexity is still O(N2) in 2D case, since it assumes that none of
the objects are pruned through the cell and PC-list based pruning and all the
dataset objects lie within D + 2r distance of the candidate outlier objects.
The complexities of the kUDB(BG) algorithm do not change with the in-
crease in dimensions d, as long as only the number of distance probability eval-
uations are considered for the computation of the algorithm’s complexity. Al-
though with the increase in d, the number of grid cells increases exponentially,
yet the cost of evaluation of the#D-neighbours for the candidate outlier objects
remains dominant and hence the complexities remain same for the average case
and the worst case, i.e.,O(nN 0) andO(N2), respectively for higher dimensional
case.
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From the above analysis, it is evident that the computational complexities
of the proposed algorithms is lower than the Naive algorithm, which is O(N2)
in terms of the distance probability evaluation. Hence the execution time of the
kUDB(BG) algorithm is far lower than the Naive algorithm. However, with the
increase in d, the distance probability computation between uncertain objects
becomes very expensive and it becomes impractical to detect outliers using the
proposed approach from very high dimensional data.
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Figure 5.3: Precision-recall trade-off curves (D = 70,  = 10, p = 30, l = 10,
t = 3 and k = 50)
5.5 Experiments
Extensive experiments are conducted on synthetic and real datasets to evaluate
the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approaches. In the experiments,
Knorr et al. [63] approach of outlier detection on deterministic data is used as
the baseline to compare the accuracy of outlier detection. All algorithms are im-
plemented in C++, GNU compiler. All experiments are performed on a system
with an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E8400 3.00GHz CPU and 2GB main memory
running Ubuntu 12.04 OS. All programs run in main memory and no I/O cost
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is considered. Each experiment is performed 3 times and the average values are
used in the graphs. We have also used error bars in the graphs, showing the
standard error in the execution time measurements of each approach. However,
in majority of the graphs they are not visible due very small standard error in
the execution times.
Pre-computation time is not included in the measurements. Unless specified,
the following parameter values are used in experiments: D = 100,  = 10,
l = 10, t = 2, r = t and k = 15. In figures, the Knorr et al. [65] approach
is denoted by Knorr and the proposed approaches, i.e., the top-k, the top-k
approximate and the top-k approximate using the bounded Gaussian uncertainty
are denoted by kUDB(CG), kUDB(Approx) and kUDB(BG) respectively. The
datasets used in the experiments are discussed in Sec. 4.6.1 of chapter 4.
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Figure 5.4: Precision with increasing p (D = 70,  = 10, l = 10, t = 3 and
k = 50)
5.5.1 Accuracy
Firstly, experiments are performed to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed ap-
proaches. Since there are no known approaches for the top-k distance-based
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Figure 5.5: Recall with increasing p (D = 70,  = 10, l = 10, t = 3 and
k = 50)
outlier detection on uncertain data, the deterministic approach for the distance-
based outlier detection given by Knorr et al. [65] is used as a baseline. Slight
changes are made in the Knorr’s algorithm to obtain top-k outliers from it. Since
the outliers are not known, for both the synthetic and the real datasets, the base-
line algorithm is used to determine the outliers on the original datasets. The re-
sults obtained from the baseline approach are used as the ground truth. In order
to judge the accuracy of the proposed approaches, the precision and recall are
measured on the perturbed dataset for the baseline approach and the proposed
approaches. The precision is defined as the ability of the algorithm to present
only true outliers. The recall is defined as the ability of the algorithm to present
all true outliers. The perturbed dataset is obtained by adding normal random
numbers with zero mean and standard deviation p to each of the tuple values
of the original dataset. The p was varied from 10 to 50 (with a step of 10) to
generate perturbed datasets of five different levels. Experiments show that the
proposed approaches are superior than the baseline approach, since they do not
degrade quite as much with increasing uncertainty. Unless specified, the follow-
ing parameter values are used for the experiments in this subsection: D = 70,
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 = 10, p = 30, l = 10, t = 3, r = t and k = 50.
Firstly the precision-recall trade-off curves are presented for different datasets.
In all the graphs in Fig. 5.3, both the precisions and recalls of the proposed ap-
proaches are higher than the baseline approach. Moreover the precision-recall
curves of the kUDB(CG) and the kUDB(Approx) are exactly same. This is
due to the fact that both the approaches returned same outliers. Although there
was a slight difference in the #D-neighbours of the outliers returned by both
the proposed approaches, but this difference was not big enough to change the
top-k outlier objects or their ranking. The precision-recall of the kUDB(BG)
approach is also better than the baseline approach and in most of the datasets is
equal to the kUDB(CG) approach.
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Figure 5.6: Effectiveness of the PC-list based approach (D = 100, l = 10,
 = 10, t = 3, r = t, and k = 15)
In Fig. 5.3a, the precision-recall curves are almost same for all the ap-
proaches, however in Figs. 5.3b, 5.3c and 5.3d the precision-recall curves of
the proposed approaches are comparatively higher than the baseline approach.
Specially the low recall in Figs. 5.3c and 5.3d shows the presence of a large
number of false positive outliers in the outliers obtained from the baseline ap-
proach.
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Figure 5.7: Varying parameter l (D = 100,  = 10, t = 3, r = t, and k = 15)
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Figure 5.8: Varying object’s uncertainty  (D = 100, l = 10, t = 3, r = t,
and k = 15)
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The accuracy of the proposed approaches is also evaluated with the increas-
ing level of uncertainty. From Fig. 5.4, it is clear that the precision falls with in-
creasing uncertainty level. Moreover, the precision of the proposed approaches
is always higher than the baseline approach in Fig. 5.4, which means that fewer
false-positive outliers were returned by the proposed approaches than the base-
line approach. Similar results are illustrated for recall in Fig. 5.5. In all four
plots of Fig. 5.5, the recall is somewhat consistent with increasing uncertainty
level for the proposed approaches. Which proves that the proposed approaches
are better than the baseline approach in retrieving only true outliers, even from
the noisy data.
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Figure 5.9: Varying parameter D (l = 10,  = 10, t = 3, r = t, and k = 15)
5.5.2 Efficiency
In this subsection, experiments are conducted to evaluate the efficiency of the
proposed top-k outlier detection approaches presented in Secs. 5.3 and 5.4. Fig.
5.6a compares the execution times of the Naive and the proposed approaches
on the UG dataset. Please note the use of logarithmic scale in all the efficiency
graphs to keep the graph lines visible. The proposed approaches are several
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times faster than its Naive counterpart due to their strong pruning capability as
can be observed from Fig.5.6b. Stopping condition discussed in Secs. 5.3.4 and
5.4.3 helps identify candidate outlier cells very quickly. Fig. 5.6c shows the
percentage of cells considered in the PC-list to identify candidate outlier cells.
The percentage is comparatively higher for trimodal Gaussian dataset because
the dataset is relatively sparse and hence results in larger number of candidate
outlier cells. Moreover, the kUDB(Approx) and the kUDB(BG) approaches
are several times faster than the kUDB(CG) approach. This is due to the fact
that these approaches, in contrast to the kUDB(CG) approach, do not consider
all the dataset objects for the computation of #D-neighbors of the candidate
objects. From theoretical analysis in Sec. 5.3.5 and experiments, we found that
the kUDB(Approx) approach gives an accuracy of up to several decimal digits
in the evaluation of #D-neighbors(o) and hence the outliers obtained from the
kUDB(CG) and the kUDB(Approx) are same. In addition the execution time
of the kUDB(Approx) approach in all the experiments is several times lower
than its exact counterpart. On the other hand, the accuracy of the kUDB(BG)
approach is not as high as that of the kUDB(Approx) approach, however it does
not require any pre-computation.
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Figure 5.10: Varying parameter k (D = 100,  = 10, t = 3, r = t, and l = 15)
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Figure 5.11: Vary dimensions d (N = 500, D = 100, l = 10,  = 10, t = 3,
r = t, and k = 15)
Graphs in Figs. 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 show the affect of varying different
parameters on the execution times. Firstly, consider the variation of parameter
l in Fig. 5.7. The smaller cell lengths l require the lower execution times and
vice versa, which can be observed from Fig. 4.10. Smaller l values are good for
cell pruning as they result in tighter bounds, however very small l increases the
number of cells in the grid exponentially and the time required for the bounds
computation. On the other hand, larger l values result in looser bounds and
hence reduce the cell pruning capability. Moreover, as the number of dimen-
sions d increases, the number of grid cells increases exponentially. Therefore,
smaller l values are recommended for lower dimensions and relatively larger
values are recommended for higher dimensions.
Next, experiments are performed by varying the dataset objects’ uncertainty
which is denoted by . As  increases, the uncertainty of objects also increases.
This increase in uncertainty results in smaller Pr(oi; oj; D) values even if oi
and oj are located nearby. Hence the number of distance probability evaluations
required increases for un-pruned objects, which results in higher execution times
as can be observed from graphs in Fig. 5.8. Moreover it can be observed from
Fig. 5.8 that for smaller , the computation cost is lowest for the kUDB(BG)
approach. Please recall that the bounded Gaussian uncertainty is bounded by
radius r = t. Hence smaller  results in smaller r and it helps in early pruning
of objects, brining down the overall cost of the algorithm. However large 
results in larger r and in an increase in the number of objects required for the
computation of #D-neighbors. Which is the cause of higher execution times
for the kUDB(BG) for higher  values.
Graphs in Fig. 5.9 show the affect of varying parameter D. For each un-
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Figure 5.12: Vary dimensions d and parameter D (N = 500, l = 10,  = 10,
t = 3, r = t, and k = 15)
pruned o from the PC-list-based pruning, increase in D results in an increase in
the#D-neighbours which need to be considered for the approximation of#D-
neighbors(o). Therefore it increases the execution time of the kUDB(Approx)
approach. However, in case of the kUDB(CG) and kUDB(BG) approaches,
algorithm execution times decreases with the increase in D. This is due to the
fact that for larger D, Pr(oi; oj; D) is higher. Hence objects are more easily
pruned if it is an inlier, reducing the overall cost of the algorithms.
From graphs in Fig. 5.10, increase in k results in an increase in execution
times of the algorithms, which is quite obvious behaviour of the algorithms.
Finally, experiments are performed by varying the number of dimensions.
Experiments in Fig. 5.11 are performed on the synthetic dataset UG with N =
500. Computation cost of all the algorithms increases with the increase in di-
mensions as can be observed from Fig. 5.11, however the computation cost of
the kUDB(BG) and the kUDB(Approx) decreases for d = 5. This is due to
the fact that as d increases, objects get sparse and very few objects lie within
the D + 2r and the D + t distance of the candidate objects in the kUDB(BG)
and the kUDB(Approx) approaches, respectively. Hence, #D-neighbors com-
putation of the candidate objects in the kUDB(BG) and the kUDB(Approx)
approaches require relatively less time than the kUDB(CG).
We also performed experiments by varying the number of dimensions d and
the parameterD in parallel. In the experiments shown in Fig. 5.11, parameterD
was kept constant, due to which the number of outliers increases dramatically
with the increase in d. With the increase in d, objects get sparse and the pa-
rameterD must be increased accordingly to find the limited number of outliers.
Hence in Fig. 5.12, we increased the parameter D with the increase in d, in
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proportion to the average distance between the dataset objects. By doing so, we
obtained almost same percentage of outliers from all the dimensions. Moreover,
the execution times of all the approaches are far low in Fig. 5.11 as compared
to the Fig. 5.11, specially for dimensions 3 and higher. Computation cost of all
the algorithms increases with the increase in dimensions due to the exponential
increase in the number of cells in the grid. In addition, the distance probability
becomes expensive with the increase in d, which is another cause of the increase
in algorithms’ execution times.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, an exact (kUDB(CG)) and two approximate (kUDB(Approx)
and kUDB(BG)) approaches on top-k distance-based outlier detection from
uncertain datasets are proposed. All the approaches make use of a cell grid
and a PC-list (populated-cells list) to quickly identify the candidate outlier ob-
jects. The only difference between the kUDB(CG) and the kUDB(Approx)
approaches is the computation of #D-neighbours. The kUDB(CG) approach
computes the #D-neighbours of the top-k candidate objects by considering
all the objects in the dataset, however the kUDB(Approx) approach considers
only nearer objects for its#D-neighbour computation to reduce its computation
cost. The kUDB(BG) approach makes use of the bounded Gaussian uncertainty
to reduce the computation cost of outlier detection. Experiments prove that
the accuracy of all the proposed algorithms (kUDB(CG), kUDB(Approx) and
kUDB(BG)) is far higher than the baseline algorithm. The PC-list based ap-
proach is effective in reducing the number of objects need to be considered for
the top-k outlier detection, due to which the proposed approaches are several
times faster than the Naive approach. In addition, the approximate approaches
save a lot more computation time at a small loss of accuracy.

Chapter 6
Continuous Outlier Detection on
Uncertain Data Streams
The main goal of the research in this chapter is to obtain distance-based outliers
from uncertain time series data streams. In data streams, data arrive contin-
uously at high rate. Such streams are common due to the incremental usage
of automated data collection devices (e.g., WSNs, monitoring cameras, etc.),
which generate streams of uncertain data. The uncertainty in data from such
devices is unavoidable and its causes are discussed in chapter 2. Hence an ap-
proach is required which can detect outliers continuously and at high speed.
Hence, in this chapter we present an incremental outlier detection approach on
uncertain data.
6.1 Overview
Outlier detection on uncertain static data is a challenging research problem in
data mining. Moreover, the continuous and high speed arrival of data makes it
more challenging. The problem of outlier detection from uncertain data streams
is an important research problem in data mining but there exists very few works
related to this problem as discussed in Sec. 3.2. None of the proposed works so
far deals with the attribute-level uncertainty, which is the focus of this disserta-
tion.
In this chapter, we propose a continuous outlier detection approach for un-
certain time series data streams. Namely, a distance-based approach is proposed
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to detect outliers continuously from a set of uncertain objects’ states that are
originated synchronously from a group of data sources (e.g., sensors in WSN).
A set of objects’ states at a timestamp is called a state set. Usually, the duration
between two consecutive timestamps is very short and the state of all the objects
may not change much in this duration. Therefore, to eliminate the unnecessary
computation at every timestamp, an incremental approach of outlier detection is
proposed which makes use of outlier detection results obtained from previous
timestamp to detect outliers in current timestamp. Moreover, an approximate
continuous outlier detection approach using the bounded Gaussian uncertainty
is proposed to further reduce the cost of incremental outlier detection. A cell-
based approach, similar to one discussed in Sec. 4.3 is utilized to reduce the cost
of distance-based outlier detection within a state set. The exact continuous out-
lier detection approach using the conventional Gaussian uncertainty is denoted
by CUDB(CG) and the approximate continuous outlier detection approach us-
ing the bounded Gaussian uncertainty is denoted by CUDB(BG) in the rest of
the dissertation.
6.2 Problem Formulation
We defined the distance-based outliers on uncertain static datasets in chapter 4
as follows.
Definition 6.1 An uncertain object oi in a database GDB is a distance-based
outlier, if the expected number of objects lying within D-distance of oi are less
than or equal to threshold  = N(1   p), where N is the number of uncertain
objects in GDB, and p is the fraction of GDB objects that lie farther than D-
distance of oi.
However, the focus of this work is uncertain time series data streams, where
streams are the sequences of objects’ states generated over time. This work
assumes that the states of all the objects are generated synchronously at every
timestamp and the set of states at a timestamp is called a state set. It is further
assumed that the objects’ uncertainty follows the Gaussian distribution.
Formally, in this work, d-dimensional uncertain objects oi are considered,
with attribute vector
 !Ai = (xi1; :::; xid) following the Gaussian distribution
with mean  !i = (i1; :::; id) and co-variance matrix i = diag(2i1; :::; 2id).
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Namely,
 !Ai is a random variable that follows the Gaussian distribution  !Ai 
N ( !i ;i). Assuming that there are N objects whose states may change over
time, Sj = f
 !
Aj1; :::;
 !
AjNg denotes a state set of N objects at time tj . Note that
the
 !
ji denotes the observed coordinates (attribute values) of an object oi at time
tj . Hence, Def. 6.1 can be extended naturally for uncertain time-series data
streams as follows.
Definition 6.2 An uncertain object oi is a distance-based outlier at time tj , if
the expected number of objects in Sj lying within D-distance of oi are less than
or equal to threshold  = N(1   p), where p is the fraction of objects that lie
farther than D-distance of oi 2 Sj .
The objects that lie within the D-distance of oi are called its D-neighbors,
and the set of the D-neighbors of oi and the number of D-neighbours are de-
noted by DN(oi) and #D-neighbors(oi), respectively. In order to find the
distance-based outliers from the state set Sj at time tj , the #D-neighbors of
the un-pruned objects needs to be computed which requires the computation
of distance probability. This distance probability is computed using the dif-
ference between two uncertain objects, which is given by another distribution
known as the Gaussian difference distribution [114]. For example, if attributes !Ap and  !Aq of objects op and oq, respectively follow the Gaussian distribution,
then j !Ap    !Aqj = N ( !p    !q;p + q) also follows the Gaussian distribu-
tion [114]. Let Pr(op; oq; D) denotes the probability that oq 2 DN(op). Then,
Pr(op; oq; D) =
Z
R
N ( !p   !q;p + q)d !A ; (6.1)
where R is a sphere with centre ( !p    !q) and radius D. For the expression
and derivation of Pr(op; oq; D), please refer Sec. 4.2. Furthermore, we will use
Pr(;D) to denote Pr(op; oq; D) when there is no confusion, where  is an
ordinary Euclidean distance between the means of op and oq. Computing this
probability is usually very costly, and it gets more expensive with the increase
in data dimensionality.
In the following part, the discussion focuses on 2-dimensional case. How-
ever, the solution can be extended to higher dimensional cases without loss of
generality. In addition, this work assumes that the standard deviations are uni-
form in all dimensions of an object, to keep the discussion simple. The proposed
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incremental outlier detection approaches make use of results obtained from pre-
vious state set (Sj 1) to detect outliers in current state set (Sj). However, to
reduce the cost of distance-based outlier detection within a state set, a cell-
based approach similar to our previous work [96] is utilized. Hence in Sec. 6.3,
a quick overview of the cell-based outlier detection approach [96] is presented.
The proposed continuous outlier detection and the approximate continuous out-
lier detection approaches are presented in Secs. 6.4 and 6.5, respectively.
6.3 Cell-based Outlier Detection
The Naive approach of the distance-based outlier detection within a state set Sj ,
is the use of nested loop to find the #D-neighbors of each oi 2 Sj . This ap-
proach is very expensive and on average it requires O(N2) expensive probabil-
ity (Pr(oi; oj; D)) evaluations. To reduce this costly computation, a cell-based
approach [96] is used in this work.
The cell-based approach is aimed at reducing the number of costly proba-
bility evaluations. It maps a dataset objects to a cell-grid and identify the cells
containing only inliers or outliers based on the bounds on the #D-neighbors.
This approach will be utilized in Secs. 6.4 and 6.5 for the proposed continuous
outlier detection approaches.
6.3.1 Grid (G) Structure
To identify distance-based outliers using the cell-based approach, the objects
in the state set Sj are mapped to a 2-dimensional space that is partitioned into
cells of length l = D w
2
p
2
as shown in Fig. 6.1. Let Cx1;x2 be a cell at the
intersection of row x1 and column x2. The Layer 1 (L1) neighbors of Cx1;x2
are the immediate neighbouring cells of Cx1;x2 , defined as follows and satisfies
property 1.
L1(Cx1;x2) = fCu1;u2 ju1 = x1  1; u2 = x2  1; Cu1;u2 6= Cx1;x2g:
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Figure 6.1: Cell Grid (G)
Property 1: If Cu1;u2 2 L1(Cx1;x2), then op 2 Cx1;x2 and oq 2 Cu1;u2 are at
most D   w apart.
From Property 1 and Lemma 5.1, Pr(op; oq; D)  1. The Layer 2 (L2)
neighbors of Cx1;x2 are the immediate neighbouring cells of L1(Cx1;x2) and are
defined as follows.
L2(Cx1;x2) = fCu1;u2 ju1 = x1  2; u2 = x2  2; Cu1;u2 =2L1(Cx1;x2);
Cu1;u2 6= Cx1;x2g:
L3(Cx1;x2) and higher layers are defined in a similar way. Let nD+w =

D+w
l

,
then the region RD+w of Cx1;x2 is defined as follows and satisfies property 2.
RD+w(Cx1;x2) = fCu1;u2 ju1 = x1nD+w; u2 = x2  nD+w;
Cu1;u2 =2 L1(Cx1;x2); Cu1;u2 6= Cx1;x2g:
Property 2: If Cu1;u2 is neither an L1 nor an RD+w neighbour of Cx1;x2 and
Cu1;u2 6= Cx1;x2 , then op 2 Cx1;x2 and oq 2 Cu1;u2 are at least D + w apart.
From Property 2 and Lemma 5.1, Pr(op; oq; D)  0.
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6.3.2 Cell Bounds
Cell bounds on #D-neighbors are computed to prune a cell as inlier or out-
lier, without expensive object-wise distance computation. The upper bound of
Cx1;x2 , UB(Cx1;x2), binds the maximum #D-neighbors in the G for any object
in Cx1;x2 , and is defined as follows.
UB(Cx1;x2) =N(Cx1;x2) +
nD+wX
m=1
N(Lm(Cx1;x2)) Pr((m  1)l; D)+
(N  N(Cx1;x2) 
nD+wX
m=1
N(Lm(Cx1;x2))) Pr(nD+wl; D);
where N(:) denotes the number of objects. On the other hand, the lower bound
ofCx1;x2 , LB(Cx1;x2), binds the minimum#D-neighbors in the G for any object
in Cx1;x2 and is defined as follows.
LB(Cx1;x2) = 1 + (N(Cx1;x2)  1) Pr(
p
2l; D)+
nD+wX
m=1
N(Lm(Cx1;x2)) Pr((m+ 1)
p
2l; D):
Since Pr(;D) value is dependent on  and is independent from the lo-
cation of Cx1;x2 , the Pr(;D) values required for the bounds computation are
pre-computed to reduce the cost of the bounds computation. The Pr(;D) val-
ues need to be computed only for  = m
p
2l (1  m  nD+w+1) and  = ml
(0  m  nD+w   1). The pre-computed values are stored in a lookup table
to be used for the bounds computation.
6.3.3 Cell Pruning
Let 0 =
l

Pr(D w;D)
m
, where  is threshold and is dependent on parameter p,
then the grid cells can be pruned using the following property.
Property 3:
1. If N(Cx1;x2) > 
0, all the objects in Cx1;x2 and L1(Cx1;x2) are inliers.
2. If N(Cx1;x2) +N(L1(Cx1;x2)) > 
0, all the objects in Cx1;x2 are inliers.
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3. If LB(Cx1;x2) > , all the objects in Cx1;x2 are inliers.
4. If UB(Cx1;x2)  , all the objects in Cx1;x2 are outliers.
For all the un-pruned objects in the un-pruned cells, the Naive approach is
used to find their #D-neighbors, to determine whether the un-pruned objects
are inliers or outliers.
6.4 Incremental Outlier Detection
This section presents the proposed continuous outlier detection approach for
time series data steams. Streams are the sequence of objects’ states gener-
ated over time. We assume that the states of all the objects are generated syn-
chronously and the set of states at a timestamp tj is called a state set Sj , as
shown in Fig. 6.2. The straightforward approach to detect outliers from each
state set is to use the cell-based approach discussed in Sec. 6.3 for every times-
tamp. However, it is the wastage of computational resources since the duration
between two consecutive timestamps is very short and the state of all the objects
may not change in this duration. Hence, we propose an incremental approach
of outlier detection, which makes use of outlier detection results obtained from
state set Sj 1 at tj 1 to detect outliers in state set Sj at tj . This eliminates
the need to process all the objects’ states at every timestamp and saves a lot of
computation time.
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Figure 6.2: State sets
Let SCj at timestamp tj denotes a set of objects whose states change be-
tween timestamps tj 1 and tj . We call such objects, SC-objects (state-change
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objects). Note that SCj  Sj . The main idea of the incremental outlier pro-
cessing is to process only the objects which are either SC-objects or are affected
by the SC-objects. We will utilize the cell-based algorithm discussed in Sec.
6.3 to process only the SC-objects. The proposed incremental approach targets
all state sets except the initial state set (S1). For the S1, no results are available
from the previous state set, hence all the objects in the S1 need to be processed
using the cell-based approach. To simplify the problem, consider the case with
one SC-object, op. Let Cjx1;x2 represents a cell Cx1;x2 at time tj . As a result of
state change, op 2 G can move in the following two ways.
[Case 1] op moved to a different cell:
op 2 Cj 1x1;x2 ; op 2 Cjx1;x2 ; Cj 1x1;x2 6= Cjx1;x2 :
[Case 2] op moved within a cell:
op 2 Cj 1x1;x2 ; op 2 Cjx1;x2 ; Cj 1x1;x2 = Cjx1;x2 :
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Figure 6.3: op moved among cells
Recall that in the cell-based approach, for the computation of cell bounds on
#D-neighbors, the cells within region RD+w are considered and for the upper
bound, the cells outside the region RD+w are also considered. Hence, when
an object moves among cells (case 1), it affects the cell bounds of all the cells
within region RD+w of the Cj 1x1;x2 and C
j
x1;x2
and the #D-neighbors of all the
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un-pruned objects in the G. Namely in case 1, op affects cellsCj 1x1;x2 ,Cjx1;x2 , their
L1 and RD+w neighbors and all the objects in un-pruned cells in the G. This
movement does not affect the cell-based pruned cells outside RD+w region,
because the number of objects outside the region RD+w is not affected by this
movement. Fig. 6.3 shows the movement of op between Cj 1x1;x2 and C
j
x1;x2
and
their L1 and RD+w neighbors.
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Figure 6.4: op moved within cell
On the other hand, when an object moves within a cell (case 2), it does
not affect the bounds of any grid cell, however, this movement affects the #D-
neighbors of all the un-pruned objects in the G. Fig. 6.4 shows the movement of
op between Cj 1x1;x2 and C
j
x1;x2
where Cj 1x1;x2 = C
j
x1;x2
. We call the cells affected
by the SC-objects target cells. Target cells require re-outlier detection with the
arrival of new state set.
Target Cells
In practise, there are more than one SC-objects between tj 1 to tj . Therefore,
we expand the idea to more than one SC-objects. Hence, the target cells can be
classified into following 3 types.
Type A: Cells containing SC-objects which have moved to or from another cell
at time tj (Cj 1x1;x2 and C
j
x1;x2
in Fig. 6.3).
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Algorithm 6.1: CUDB Outlier Detection: Incremental Approach
Input: Sj , G, 
Output: Set of distance-based outliers O
/*Identifying state change objects*/
1: for each oi 2 Sj do
2: if oi is case-1 SC-object then
3: Add oi to appropriate cell Cj , increase N(Cj) by 1;
4: Delete oi from its old cell Cj 1, decrease N(Cj 1) by 1;
5: Label Cj and Cj 1 A and their L1 and RD+w neighbouring cells B;
6: end if
7: end for
8: Label each Cj 2 G C, if Cj is non-empty, un-pruned and not labelled A or
B;
/*Processing cells of types A, B and C*/
9: for each C 2 G do
10: if C is labelled A, B or C, process them using cell-based approach of
Sec. 6.3 (Algorithm 4.2) and obtain set of outliers O;
11: end for
12: for each oi in un-pruned cells do
13: Compute #D-neighbors(oi) using the Pr(oi; o;D) values available in
Hash table; (Pr(oi; o;D) computation is required if either oi or o or both
are SC-objects or Pr(oi; o;D) is not available in the Hash table)
14: if #D-neighbors(oi)   then oi is outlier. Add oi to O;
15: end for
16: return O;
Type B: L1 and RD+w neighbouring cells of Type A cells except those classi-
fied as Type A.
Type C: Un-pruned cells of the grid G. Type C cells may include Type A and
B cells.
All three cell types, i.e., A, B and C require re-outlier detection with the
arrival of new state set, while rest of the cells do not need to be processed. Lines
1-11 of the incremental algorithm (Algorithm 6.1) is used for the processing of
target cells.
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Un-pruned Objects Processing
Due to expensive #D-neighbors computation, the main cost of our proposed
incremental algorithm (CUDB(CG)) lies in the processing of un-pruned ob-
jects (Type C cells). The #D-neighbors computation of an object op requires
distance probability computation, Pr(op; oq; D), between op and each oq 2
Sj . In the CUDB(CG) algorithm, this cost can be reduced by utilizing the
Pr(op; oq; D) values computed in processing the previous state set. Namely,
a Hash table is used to store Pr(op; oq; D) values computed at time tj 1. At
time tj , these values are retrieved from the Hash table in O(1) time. Hence at
time tj , Pr(op; oq; D) values need to be computed only in two cases; 1) States of
op, oq or both have changed, 2) Pr(op; oq; D) is not available in the Hash table.
Since un-pruned objects form a fraction of the state set, the memory required
to hold the Hash table is not significant. However it saves a lot of computation
time. Lines 12-15 of Algorithm 6.1 shows the processing of un-pruned objects.
6.5 Incremental Outlier Detection using the
Bounded Gaussian Uncertainty
Approximating the Gaussian uncertainty by the bounded Gaussian uncertainty
enables an approximate but more efficient outlier detection. According to this
paper’s assumption, attributes of uncertain objects follow the Gaussian distribu-
tion. Therefore according to the 3-sigma rule there is a 95:45% chance that un-
certain objects’ attribute values lie within 2 standard deviations of the observed
values and 99:73% chance that the values lie within 3 standard deviations of the
observed values [88]. Hence the conventional Gaussian distribution can be nor-
malized within certain boundaries to increase the efficiency of outlier detection
at a small cost of accuracy.
Given a two dimensional conventional Gaussian function g !A(x1; x2) with
mean  ! = (1; 2) and co-variance matrix  = diag(2; 2), the bounded
Gaussian distribution f !A(x1; x2) can be defined following the practise of [108],
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as follows.
f !A(x1; x2) =
8<:
g !A (x1;x2)R
(x1;x2)2o:ur g !A (x1;x2)dx1dx2
(x1; x2) 2 o:ur
0 otherwise
(6.2)
where o:ur denotes the uncertainty region of the bounded Gaussian distribution.
This paper assumes that the uncertainty region is a sphere with centre (1; 2)
and radius r.
By bounding the Gaussian uncertainty, a cell can be pruned by simply count-
ing the number of objects in its neighbouring layers. Moreover the major cost
of outlier detection, that is, the processing of un-pruned objects also reduces
significantly. This is because, with the bounded Gaussian, the outlier detection
algorithm needs to consider limited number of objects for the computation of an
object’s #D-neighbors rather than all the objects, as in the case of the conven-
tional Gaussian uncertainty. For details on the bounded Gaussian uncertainty,
please refer Sec. 4.4.
6.5.1 Bounded Gaussian Cell-based Outlier Detection
Like the grid structure of the conventional Gaussian uncertainty in Sec. 6.3.1,
objects in the state set Sj are mapped to a 2-dimensional space that is partitioned
into cells of length l = D 2r
2
p
2
. The cell layers are defined in a similar manner as
that of Sec. 6.3.1 and cell length l is chosen in such a way to satisfy the property
4.
Property 4: If Cu1;u2 2 L1(Cx1;x2), then op 2 Cx1;x2 and oq 2 Cu1;u2 are at
most D   2r distance apart.
From property 4, an op 2 Cx1;x2 and an oq 2 Cu1;u2 are guaranteed to be D-
neighbors mutually, with the Pr(op; oq; D) = 1. Cells in region RD+2r(Cx1;x2)
are those which fall within D + 2r distance of Cx1;x2 . Let nD+2r =

D+2r
l

,
then the region RD+2r of Cx1;x2 is defined as follows and satisfies property 5.
RD+2r(Cx1;x2) = fCu1;u2 ju1 = x1  nD+2r; u2 = x2  nD+2r;
Cu1;u2 =2 L1(Cx1;x2); Cu1;u2 6= Cx1;x2g:
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Property 5: If Cu1;u2 is neither an L1 nor an RD+2r neighbour of Cx1;x2 and
Cu1;u2 6= Cx1;x2 , then op 2 Cx1;x2 and oq 2 Cu1;u2 are at least D + 2r apart.
From property 5, it can be guaranteed that an op 2 Cx1;x2 and an oq 2 Cu1;u2
are greater than D + 2r distance apart, hence Pr(op; oq; D) = 0. Using the
properties 4 and 5, grid cells can be pruned as follows.
Property 6:
1. If N(Cx1;x2) > , all the objects in Cx1;x2 and L1(Cx1;x2) are inliers.
2. If N(Cx1;x2) +N(L1(Cx1;x2)) > , all the objects in Cx1;x2 are inliers.
3. IfN(Cx1;x2)+N(L1(Cx1;x2))+N(RD+2r(Cx1;x2))  , all the objects in
Cx1;x2 are outliers.
For the un-pruned objects in the un-pruned cells from the cell-based pruning,
#D-neighbors are computed using only the objects within D + 2r distance of
the target object, to find whether the un-pruned objects are inliers or outliers.
6.5.2 Bounded Gaussian Incremental Outlier Detection
As a result of state change, an object can either move within the cell or among
the cells. Hence the two cases are similar to the one discussed in Sec. 6.4
for the conventional Gaussian uncertainty. Since the uncertainty of an object is
bounded, as a result of change in their state, fewer number of neighbouring cells
are affected as compared to the conventional Gaussian uncertainty, reducing the
number of target cells requiring re-outlier detection. Similarly, Type C cells now
do not contain all the un-pruned cells of the grid. However, they contain only
the un-pruned cells within region RD+2r of the cell containing an SC-object. As
a result, the computational cost of the incremental outlier detection algorithm
using the bounded Gaussian uncertainty reduces significantly than the conven-
tional Gaussian uncertainty.
6.6 Complexity Analysis
Since the basic cell-based algorithms used by the incremental outlier detection
approaches is UDB outlier detection algorithms (Algorithms 4.2 and 4.4), we
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will not derive the complexities of the CUDB outlier detection algorithms from
scratch. However, we will use the complexities of the UDB outlier detection
algorithms to derive the complexities of the CUDB outlier detection algorithms
in this section. From the UDB outlier detection algorithms, the major cost lies
in the evaluation of accurate #D-neighbours of the un-pruned objects. This
cost is so high that it hides the cost of the rest of the algorithms and therefore
the complexities of the UDB outlier detection algorithms were given in terms of
the number of distance probability evaluations. Hence the average case and the
worst case complexities of the UDB(CG) outlier detection algorithm obtained
in Sec. 4.3.4 are O(nN) and O(N2) respectively, where N is the number of
dataset objects and n  N is the number of un-pruned objects. The average
case and the worst case time complexities of the UDB(BG) outlier detection
algorithm are O(nN 0) and O(N2) respectively, whereN 0  N is the number of
objects that lie within D + 2r distance of the un-pruned objects.
In the CUDB algorithms (the CUDB(CG) and the CUDB(BG)), the UDB
outlier detection algorithms are utilized only for the objects affected by the SC-
objects. Assuming that there are nsc objects affected by the SC-objects and
nsc  n, then the average case computation complexities of the CUDB(CG) and
the CUDB(BG) algorithms are given by O(nscN) and O(nscN 0), respectively
for the 2D case. However, the worst case complexity remains same, i.e., O(N2)
for the CUDB(CG) and the CUDB(BG) algorithms, assuming that all the objects
are affected by the SC-objects. Hence, the average computation complexities
of the CUDB algorithms remain less than the UDB algorithms, as long as the
nsc < n.
The complexities of the CUDB outlier detection algorithms do not change
with the increase in dimensions d, as long as only the number of distance prob-
ability evaluations are considered for the computation of the algorithms’ com-
plexities. Although with the increase in d, the number of grid cells increases
exponentially, yet the cost of evaluation of the#D-neighbours of the un-pruned
objects remains dominant and hence the complexities remain same (as discussed
above for the 2D case) for the higher dimensional case for both the CUDB al-
gorithms, i.e., the CUDB(CG) and the CUDB(BG).
The stream data arrive continuously and at high speed and has high memory
requirements, therefore the memory complexity of the CUDB algorithms is also
presented. According to the problem formulation of this chapter, streams are
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the sequences of objects’ states generated over time and a state set is a set of
uncertain objects’ states that are originated synchronously from a group of data
sources. The proposed incremental algorithms make use of the results obtained
from the previous state set to efficiently detect outliers in the current state set.
Hence, two state sets need to be kept in memory always, a current and a pre-
vious, each of which require O(N) memory. In addition, a hash table is used
by all the un-pruned objects, each of which requires O(N) memory. Hence, on
average the memory complexity of the CUDB algorithms is O(nN), where N
is the number of dataset objects and n  N is the number of un-pruned ob-
jects. In the worst case, none of the dataset objects is pruned by the cell-based
pruning, resulting in O(N2) memory complexity.
6.7 Experiments
We conducted extensive experiments on synthetic and real datasets to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed approaches. All algorithms were implemented
in C++, GNU compiler. All experiments were performed on a system with an
Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E8400 3.00GHz CPU and 2GB main memory running
Ubuntu 12.04 OS. All programs run in main memory and no I/O cost is consid-
ered. Each experiment is performed 3 times and the average values are used in
the graphs. We have also used error bars in the graphs, showing the standard er-
ror in the execution time measurements of each approach. However, in majority
of the graphs they are not visible due very small standard error in the execution
times.
Pre-computation time is not included in the measurements. Unless speci-
fied, the following parameter values are used in experiments: D = 100,  = 10,
t = 2, r = t and p = 0:998. SC-objects ratio= 30% is used for the UG dataset
(SC-objects ratio for the MOW dataset depends on the number of objects chang-
ing states between two forecasts). In figures, the incremental approaches using
the conventional Gaussian and the bounded Gaussian uncertainties are denoted
by the CUDB(CG) and the CUDB(BG), respectively. These two approaches
are compared with the simple cell-based approaches on the conventional and
the bounded Gaussian uncertainties, presented in chapter 4. In the simple cell-
based approaches, the cell-based algorithms presented in Secs. 4.3 and 4.4 are
executed for all the objects in the state set at every timestamp. The simple cell-
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based approaches are denoted by the UDB(CG) and the UDB(BG), respectively
in the figures.
6.7.1 Datasets
In this work one synthetic and one real datasets are used for experiments. Syn-
thetic dataset, uni-modal Gaussian (UG) is 2-dimensional and is generated using
Box Muller method [110]. This method generates pair of independent, stan-
dard, normally distributed (zero mean, unit variance) random numbers, given a
source of uniformly distributed random numbers. In order to provide the stream
behaviour in synthetic dataset, states of the fraction of dataset objects are modi-
fied by adding normal random numbers with zero mean and standard deviation
SC at every time instance. The proposed incremental algorithm is executed on
this modified dataset. Unless specified, the synthetic dataset consists of 5,000
tuples.
As for real-world data, we have used three hourly met office weather (MOW)
forecast data available at [5]. In the experiments on real data, we have used a
two dimensional subset of MOW data, which consists of screen and feels like
temperature forecast values for 5,802 weather stations around UK. Consecutive
forecasts are used as data stream in these experiments.
Figure 6.5: Met Office Weather (MOW) dataset [5]
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Both the datasets are normalized to have a domain of [0,1000] on every di-
mension. For each point z in the datasets, an uncertain object o is created, whose
uncertainty is given by the Gaussian distribution with mean z and standard de-
viation  in both the dimensions. The dataset UG used in the experiments is
given in Fig. 4.5 and the dataset MOW is given in Fig. 6.5.
6.7.2 Results
Experiments are conducted to evaluate the efficiency and scalability of the pro-
posed algorithms in this chapter. Since there are no known algorithms for
distance-based outlier detection on uncertain data streams, the simple cell-based
methods (the UDB(CG) and the UDB(BG)) are used as baseline. We did not
perform experiments to evaluate the accuracy in this chapter, because the ba-
sic approach used to find the outliers is same as the one presented in chapter
4. Therefore, the accuracy of the experiments is similar to the one presented in
Sec. 4.6.2.
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Figure 6.6: Varying SC-object’s percentage for UG dataset (D = 100,  = 10,
t = 2, r = t, and p = 0:998)
Firstly, experiments are performed on the synthetic dataset UG by varying
the percentage of SC-objects. Figs. 6.6a and 6.6b show the effect of varying the
SC-objects’ percentage on the execution time. In the figures, as the percentage
of the SC-objects increases, the number of target cells requiring re-evaluation
also increases. As a result the execution times of the proposed approaches the
CUDB(CG) and the CUDB(BG) also increase. The graphs of the CUDB(CG)
and the UDB(CG) in Fig. 6.6a meets when all the objects in the dataset change
their states i.e., when the percentage of SC-Objects is 100%. At this point, the
CUDB(CG) algorithm becomes similar to that of UDB(CG) algorithm, that is,
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Figure 6.7: Varying SC magnitude for UG dataset (D = 100, SC-objects =
30%,  = 10, t = 2, r = t, and p = 0:998)
executing cell-based algorithm for the complete state set rather than only for SC-
objects. Similar trends can be observed for the CUDB(BG) and the UDB(BG) in
Fig. 6.6b. As discussed in previous sections, the main cost of our algorithms lies
in the processing of un-pruned objects. In the bounded Gaussian case, for the
computation of #D-neighbors of un-pruned objects, limited number of objects
within certain boundary are considered. However, the conventional Gaussian
algorithm needs to consider all the object in the grid for the computation of
#D-neighbors of an un-pruned object. Therefore the approach CUDB(BG) is
far less expensive than the CUDB(CG). The variation in the UDB(CG) graph is
due to the change in percentage of moving objects, which results in the variation
in the state set distribution and consequently in the number of outliers returned
by the algorithms.
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Figure 6.8: SC-objects within and among cells (D = 100,  = 10, SC-objects
= 30%, t = 2, r = t, and p = 0:998)
Next, experiments are performed by varying the magnitude of movement
of SC-objects. The magnitude was varied by varying the sc. From Fig. 6.7,
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we can observe that as sc increases, the execution times of all the algorithms
increase. This is due to the fact that the increase in sc, results in an increase in
the number of objects that move among cells. Hence the number of target cells
increases, which is the cause of increase in the execution times. Furthermore,
from Fig. 6.7, the proposed incremental approaches are computationally less
expensive than executing the cell-based algorithm for all the dataset objects.
Moreover, it can be observed from Figs. 6.7a and 6.7b that the approach using
the bounded Gaussian uncertainty is far less expensive computationally than
the approach using the conventional Gaussian uncertainty. This is due to the
fact that the bounded Gaussian approach requires limited number of objects for
the computation of un-pruned objects’ #D-neighbors. On the other hand, the
conventional Gaussian approach needs to consider all the objects in the dataset
for the computation of un-pruned objects’ #D-neighbors.
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Figure 6.9: Varying parameter D for UG dataset ( = 10, SC-objects = 30%,
t = 2, r = t, and p = 0:998)
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Figure 6.10: Varying parameter D for MOW dataset ( = 10, SC-objects =
30%, t = 2, r = t, and p = 0:998)
Figure 6.8 shows the percentage of objects moving within and among cells
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for both the datasets. Percentage of objects that move within and among the
cells depend on the magnitude of SC-objects, i.e., the sc. Larger the sc, bigger
the number of cells affected by the SC-objects which results in higher algorithm
execution times.
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Figure 6.11: Varying parameter p for UG dataset (D = 100, SC-objects = 30%,
 = 10, t = 2, and r = t)
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Figure 6.12: Varying parameter p for MOW dataset (D = 100, SC-objects
= 30%,  = 10, t = 2, and r = t)
Next, experiments are performed by varying the parameter D. As D in-
creases, number of D-neighbors also increases. As a result, objects are more
easily pruned and we obtain fewer outliers. This results in the decline in the ex-
ecution times for all the algorithms and for both the datasets i.e., UG and MOW,
as can be observed from Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. Again, it is quite obvious from the
Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 that the CUDB(BG) is far less computationally expensive
than the CUDB(CG).
We also performed experiments by varying the parameter p. As p increases,
threshold  and consequently the number of outliers returned by the algorithms
decreases, which results in a decline in execution times of all the algorithms
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Figure 6.13: Varying object’s uncertainty  for UG dataset (D = 100, SC-
objects = 30%, t = 2, r = t, and p = 0:998))
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Figure 6.14: Varying object’s uncertainty  for MOW dataset (D = 100, SC-
objects = 30%, t = 2, r = t, and p = 0:998))
for both the datasets. Please note that the proposed incremental approaches are
faster than using the simple cell-based approach, in case of both uncertainty
types, i.e., the conventional Gaussian and the bounded Gaussian. This can be
observed from Figs. 6.11 and 6.12.
The effectiveness of the proposed approaches is also measured with the in-
creasing level of objects’ uncertainty. Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 show the effect of
increasing the dataset objects’ uncertainty level. As standard deviation () in-
creases, the uncertainty level of the objects increases which results in the decline
in Pr(op; oq; D) values, even if the Euclidean distance between the op and the
oq is small. As a result, un-pruned objects are not pruned easily and their pro-
cessing becomes expensive, which causes increase in the execution times of the
algorithms.
Next, experiments are performed by varying the number of dimensions d.
As d increases, the execution time of all the approaches increases. Moreover,
the difference between the execution times for the incremental and the simple
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Figure 6.15: Varying dimensions d for UG dataset (D = 100,  = 10, SC-
objects = 30%, t = 2, r = t, and p = 0:9997)
cell-based approaches also decrease with the increase in d. This is due to the fact
that with the increase in d, the number of cells increases; and the percentage of
the time taken by the cell-based processing increases. Since in the CUDB(CG)
and the CUDB(BG) approaches, the main benefit in the execution time, i.e.,
the reduction in the execution times, is obtained from the processing of the un-
pruned objects, however with the increase in d, this benefit reduces due to the
shifting of the main cost of the algorithm from the un-pruned objects process-
ing to the cell-based processing. As a result, the proposed incremental outlier
detection approaches do not remain much effective for the higher dimensional
data as can be observed from Fig. 6.15.
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Figure 6.16: Varying dimensions d and parameter D for UG dataset ( = 10,
SC-objects = 30%, t = 2, r = t, and p = 0:999)
We also performed experiments by varying the number of dimensions d and
the parameter D in parallel. In the experiments shown in Fig. 6.15, parameter
D was kept constant, due to which the number of outliers increases dramati-
cally with the increase in d. With the increase in d, objects get sparse and the
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parameter D must be increased accordingly to find the limited number of out-
liers. Hence in Fig. 6.16, we increase the parameterD with the increase in d, in
proportion to the average distance between the dataset objects. By doing so, we
obtain almost same percentage of outliers from all the dimensions. Therefore,
the execution times of all the approaches are far low in Fig. 6.16 as compared
to the Fig. 6.15, specially for dimensions 3 and higher.
To summarize, as d increases the execution time of all the approaches in-
creases, and the difference between the execution times for the incremental and
the simple cell-based approaches decrease with the increase in d, due to the rea-
sons discussed for the Fig. 6.15. As a result, the proposed incremental outlier
detection approaches do not remain much effective for the higher dimensional
data.
6.8 Summary
In this chapter, two continuous distance-based outlier detection approaches (an
exact and an approximate) are proposed for uncertain time series data streams.
The proposed approaches are based on the incremental processing of the state
change objects, that is, they process only those objects which are affected by the
change in objects’ states. We employed a cell-based algorithm for the efficient
detection of outliers within a state set in both the incremental algorithms. An
extensive empirical study on synthetic and real datasets demonstrates the effi-
ciency and scalability of the proposed approaches. From the experiments we
found that the proposed incremental outlier detection techniques (CUDB(CG)
and CUDB(BG)) are faster than the UDB(CG) and the UDB(BG). Moreover
CUDB(BG) is computationally less expensive than the CUDB(CG), because
the SC-Objects in the CUDB(BG) affects very few neighboring cells.

Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Works
In this chapter, we conclude this dissertation by summarizing its main contribu-
tions and outlining some directions for future work.
7.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, we addressed the problem of distance-based outlier detec-
tion on uncertain static data and uncertain data streams, and proposed three
approaches. Two of the approaches UDB Outlier Detection and kUDB Out-
lier Detection are proposed for uncertain static data while one approach CUDB
Outlier Detection is proposed for uncertain data streams. In the following sub-
sections, we summarize the contributions of each of the proposed approaches.
7.1.1 UDB Outlier Detection
In chapter 4, we proposed a distance-based outlier technique on uncertain data.
In the proposed work, an object’s uncertainty is given by the Gaussian distribu-
tion. Since the distance computation between uncertain data objects is computa-
tionally expensive, we proposed a cell-based approach. The cell-based approach
is capable of indexing the dataset objects besides speeding up the outlier detec-
tion process. The cell-based approach identifies and prunes the cells containing
only inliers based on its bounds on outlier score (#D-neighbors). Similarly
cell-based approach is also used for detecting the cells containing only outliers.
Although the cell-based technique is very effective, yet it may leave some cells
undecided, i.e., they are neither identified as inlier cells nor as outlier cells. For
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the uncertain data objects in such cells the Naive computation follows, which is
the use of nested loop to compute un-pruned objects’ #D-neighbors.
The infinite nature of the Gaussian distribution makes it expensive to com-
pute #D-neighbors of a dataset object, therefore to further reduce the com-
putation cost of outlier detection, an approximate approach using the bounded
Gaussian uncertainty is also proposed in this research. The basic idea is that the
bounded Gaussian distribution is a good approximation of the Gaussian distribu-
tion and can increase the outlier detection efficiency at a small cost of accuracy.
Finally, detailed experiments are performed on real and synthetic datasets to
show the accuracy, efficiency and scalability of the proposed approaches. From
the experiments, we found that the proposed approaches are more accurate than
the baseline approach (Knorr et al. [63] of outlier detection). Furthermore, we
found that the approximate approach using the bounded Gaussian uncertainty
is computationally less expensive than the accurate approach, however it is less
accurate as compared to the accurate one.
7.1.2 kUDB Outlier Detection
In chapter 5, a top-k approach of distance-based outlier detection is presented,
which returns k objects with lowest outlier scores (#D-neighbors) or in other
words, k strongest outliers along with their ranking. In order to compute the
top-k outliers from uncertain datasets efficiently, a populated-cells list (PC-list)
is proposed. The PC-list is a sorted list of non-empty cells of a d-dimensional
grid, where the grid is used to index data objects. Using PC-list, the top-k outlier
detection algorithm needs to consider only a fraction of the dataset objects and
hence quickly identifies candidate objects for the top-k outliers. Finally, an exact
outlier score (#D-neighbors) is computed for each candidate object to find the
top-k outliers and their ranking.
From experiments we found that, computationally the most expensive part of
the kUDB outlier detection approach is the computation of exact outlier scores
of the candidate objects. In order to reduce this cost, two approximate kUDB
outlier detection approach are also proposed. The first approximate algorithm,
approximates only the candidate objects’ #D-neighbors. According to our dis-
tance probability function, major contribution in#D-neighbors computation of
an object is made by the nearer objects. Hence the first approximate algorithm,
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approximates the candidate objects’ #D-neighbors computation by consider-
ing only the nearer objects. The second approximate algorithm makes use of
the bounded Gaussian uncertainty to increase the efficiency of the top-k outlier
detection algorithm. Finally, detailed experiments on real and synthetic datasets
are performed to prove the accuracy, efficiency and scalability of the proposed
approaches. From the experiments, we found that the accuracy of outlier detec-
tion improves with the consideration of data uncertainty. In addition, we found
that both of the approximate algorithms are several times faster than the exact
counterpart.
7.1.3 CUDB Outlier Detection
In chapter 6, we proposed a continuous outlier detection technique for uncertain
time series data streams. In particular, we presented a continuous distance-
based outlier detection approach on a set of uncertain objects’ states that are
originated synchronously from a group of data sources (e.g., sensors in WSN)
at every timestamp. A set of objects’ states at a timestamp is called a state set.
In this research we assume that the duration between two consecutive times-
tamps is very short and the state of all the objects may not change much in this
duration. Therefore, we proposed an incremental approach of outlier detection,
which makes use of results obtained from the previous state set to efficiently
detect outliers in the current state set. An approximate incremental outlier de-
tection approach using the bounded Gaussian uncertainty is also presented to
further reduce the cost of incremental outlier detection. Finally, an extensive
empirical study on synthetic and real datasets is presented. From experiments,
we found that the incremental outlier detection algorithm is quite effective than
using the cell-based algorithm for the complete dataset at every timestamp, spe-
cially when the percentage of state change objects is small.
7.2 Future Works
In the following, we present some possible future research issues and some sug-
gestions to extend and improve the work presented in this dissertation.
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7.2.1 Continuous Top-k Outlier Detection
In this dissertation, we proposed three approaches of outlier detection on uncer-
tain datasets. Two of the approaches UDB Outlier Detection and kUDB Outlier
Detection are proposed for uncertain static data while one approach CUDB Out-
lier Detection is proposed for uncertain data streams.
Just like the need of top-k outlier detection on uncertain static data, there is
a need to obtain k strongest outliers and their ranking continuously on uncertain
data streams. Hence, one of the natural extension of this work is Continuous
top-k outlier detection on uncertain data streams.
7.2.2 UDBOutlier Detection for Very High Dimensional Data
In the current work, we have presented an outlier detection solution for relatively
low-dimensional data. We performed experiments on at most 5-dimensional
data. From the experimental evaluations in different chapters, it is very clear
that the computation cost of the proposed solutions increase dramatically with
the increase in dimensions. This is due to the fact that with the increase in
dimensions, number of cells increase exponentially. Moreover, the probability
computation Pr(oi; oj; D) becomes too expensive for high dimensional data.
Hence, in order to detect outliers from very high dimensional uncertain data,
dimensionality reduction and subspace mining techniques are required. In addi-
tion, an alternative of cell-based indexing/pruning is required. In our work, sub-
space outlier detection can be incorporated using the subspace distance-based
outlier detection approach presented by Knorr et al. in [64] for deterministic
data. With the increase in dimensions, the number of subspaces need to be
considered for outlier detection increases exponentially and due to this reason
identification of relevant subspaces for outlier detection is a known research
problem. Authors in [64] proposed to select subspaces at random and search
for outliers in them. Using this approach, if a subspace A does not contain any
outlier, then none of its subspaces B  A can contain an outlier, in this way
a lot of subspaces can be pruned from consideration. Experimentally, authors
in [64] found d = 3 (d denotes the number of subspace dimensions) as a good
starting point for random subspace selection, however further research is needed
to identify relevant subspaces.
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7.2.3 UDBOutlier Detection for General UncertaintyModels
In this dissertation, objects uncertainty is modelled by the Gaussian distribution.
The Gaussian distribution is chosen to represent an object’s uncertainty, because
in Statistics it is the most important and the most commonly used. However, a
general uncertainty model is required so that any distribution can be used to
represent an object’s uncertainty depending upon the requirements. For such
an uncertainty model, the proposed cell-based pruning is not effective and we
require a pruning technique which can handle data with arbitrary uncertainty
distribution. A pruning technique presented by Tal et al. in [108] for finding
nearest-neighbours from multi-dimensional uncertain data could be one option.
In addition, an indexing technique is also required to index uncertain data.

Appendix
A: Probability Density Function for the Difference
between Two Random Variables following the
d-dimensional Gaussian Distributions
Let o be a k-dimensional uncertain object with attributes
 !A = (x1; :::; xk), mean
 ! = (1; :::; k)T and a diagonal covariance matrix  = diag(21; :::; 2k). The
probability density function of o can be expressed as follows.
f !A(x1; :::; xk) =
1p
(2)kdet
exp

  (
 !A   ! )T 1( !A   ! )
2

:
Since  is diagonal, the distribution functions are independent in coordi-
nates. Hence the k-dimensional normal distribution function is given by the
product of k 1-dimensional normal distribution functions.
f !A(x1; :::; xk) =
Y
1ik
1p
22i
exp

  (xi   i)
2
22i

: (7.1)
Let oi and oj are two k-dimensional uncertain objects with attributes
 !Ai =
(xi;1; :::; xi;k)
T and
 !Aj = (xj;1; :::; xj;k)T , means  !i = (i;1; :::; i;k)T and  !j =
(j;1; :::; j;k)
T and diagonal covariance matrices i = diag(2i;1; :::; 
2
i;k) and
j = diag(
2
j;1;...; 
2
j;k), respectively. Assuming that
 !Ai and !Aj are independent
random vectors, then
 !Ai   !Aj = N ( !i   !j ;i + j) [114].
Since i and j are diagonal matrices, the k-dimensional normal difference
distribution function can be given by the product of k 1-dimensional normal
distribution functions as follows.
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f !Ai  !Aj(x1; :::; xk) =
Y
1mk
1q
2(2i;m + 
2
j;m)
exp

 (xm   (i;m   j;m))
2
2(2i;m + 
2
j;m)

:
(7.2)
Since this lemma focus on 2-dimensional Pr(oi; oj; D). The normal differ-
ence distribution of 2-dimensional uncertain objects oi and oj is given by,
f !Ai  !Aj(x1; x2) =
1
2
q
(2i;1 + 
2
j;1)(
2
i;2 + 
2
j;2))

exp

 

(x1   1)2
2(2i;1 + 
2
j;1)
+
(x2   2)2
2(2i;2 + 
2
j;2)

;
(7.3)
where 1 = i;1   j;1 and 2 = i;2   j;2 are the differences between the
means of objects oi and oj respectively. Hence the probability that oj 2 DN(oi)
denoted by Pr(oi; oj; D), is given as follows.
Pr(oi; oj; D) =
1
2
q
(2i;1 + 
2
j;1)(
2
i;2 + 
2
j;2)

Z D
0
Z 2
0
exp

 

(r cos    1)2
2(2i;1 + 
2
j;1)
+
(r sin    2)2
2(2i;2 + 
2
j;2)

r d dr 
(7.4)
B: Transformation of a Correlated d-dimensional
Gaussian Distribution into an Uncorrelated
d-dimensional Gaussian Distribution
This appendix shows that a correlated d-dimensional Gaussian distribution can
be transformed into an uncorrelated d-dimensional Gaussian distribution with
appropriate coordinate transformation (Principal Component Analysis [100]).
Hence resulting in a diagonal, uncorrelated covariance matrix whose variance
is uniform in all dimensions, which is consistent with the proposed distance
probability function (Eq. 4.3) in this dissertation, for the computation of outlier
score (#D-neighbors).
Assuming that we have two-dimensional Gaussian distribution with attribute
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vector x =
"
x
y
#
, mean vector  =
"
x
y
#
and covariance matrixCx =
"
2x xy
xy 
2
y
#
.
The covariance matrixCx is a symmetric, positive-definite and real-valued square
matrix. Therefore Cx has real-valued eigenvalues which are non-zero and are
orthogonal. Hence real-valued eigenvectors may be defined by Cx = . If
any eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are identical, orthogonal eigenvectors
may still be obtained, however they are not unique. Choosing the eigenvectors
to have unit magnitude, they may be put together into an eigenvector matrix
 =
h
1; :::; n
i
such that Cx =  where  = diag(1; :::; n) and the
eigenvector matrix is orthonormal,  1 = t.
In order to transform a correlated d-dimensional Gaussian Distribution into
an Uncorrelated d-dimensional Gaussian Distribution, a series of coordinate
transformations is required which are as follows.
1. Shift the mean to the coordinate origin x’ = x . According to the defini-
tion, the mean of the shifted set is zero,Efx0g =Efx  g =Efxg  =
0, where Efg denotes the expectation operator, thus this transformation
of coordinate has no effect on the covariance, Cx0 = Ef(x0)(x0)tg =
Ef(x  )(x  )tg = Cx.
2. After the shifting of mean, consider the following transformation x00 = tx0.
This results in a diagonal covariance matrix which is equal to rotating the
coordinate axes: Cx00 =Ef(x00)(x00)tg =Ef(tx0)(tx0)tg =tEf(x0)(x0)tg,
hence Cx00 = tCx =  1Cx = .
3. Finally, consider the following transformation, x000 = S 1x00, where S =
diag(
p
1; :::;
p
n). This results in a unity covariance matrix and is equal
to re-scaling the coordinate axes: Cx000 =Ef(x000)(x000)tg =Ef(S 1x00)(S 1x00)tg =
S 1Ef(x00)(x00)tgS t, hence Cx000 = S 1S t = I, i.e.,
Cx000 =
2664
1p
1
0
. . .
0 1p
n
3775
2664
1 0
. . .
0 n
3775
2664
1p
1
0
. . .
0 1p
n
3775 =
2664
1 0
. . .
0 1
3775
With this series of transformations it is always possible to define alternative
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coordinates for an uncertain object, with a diagonal, uncorrelated covariance
matrix whose variance is uniform in all dimensions [100, 115].
C: Approximate Values of d-dimensional Probabil-
ity Density Function for the Difference between Two
RandomVariables following the d-dimensional Gaus-
sian Distributions
According to the well known three sigma rule or the empirical rule of the Gaus-
sian distribution, approximately 68.27% of the values lie within one standard
deviation of the mean. Similarly, approximately 95.45% of the values lie within
two standard deviations of the mean. Nearly all (99.73%) of the values lie within
three standard deviations of the mean [88]. Since the difference between two
Gaussian distributions follows the Gaussian distribution [114], the three sigma
rule is applicable to the Gaussian difference distribution and to our proposed
probability distribution function which is based on the Gaussian difference dis-
tribution, Pr(oi; oj; D), as long asD  3, where  is the standard deviation of
the Gaussian difference distribution used in Pr(oi; oj; D). However, the above
mentioned values of the three sigma rule is only valid for the 1-dimensional
Gaussian distribution.
The number of standard deviations s needed to enclose a given percentage
of values for a d-dimensional random variable X following the Gaussian distri-
bution can be obtained using the expression PrfdM(X;)  sg = Gd(s2) [19],
where dM(X;) =
q
(X   )T P 1(X   ) is the Mahalanobis distance and
Gd(s
2) is the CDF of the chi-squared distribution with d-degrees of freedom. In
this dissertation we assume that there exists no correlation between the attributes
of uncertain objects. Appendix B shows that the series of transformations is al-
ways possible to find alternative coordinates of an object, which eliminates the
correlation among an object’s coordinates.
Hence if t denotes the value of s, such that PrfdM(X;)  tg covers
a large area of the Gaussian distribution (say > 99%), then for   D  
t0; P r(oi; oj; D)  1 and for   D + t0; P r(oi; oj; D)  0.
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